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Washington, Dec. 27. Omaha, Neb.
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acre. This will be a test case,
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is allowed to bond itself DE BACA WILL BE
follows :
tinue the splendid work of imorov- - pared, all reports agree, several days ammendments. Copy of Bill will be $24,000,000,
no doubt, will concern itself in the
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Washington,
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gon, Montana and Idaho.
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anemia but
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"In determining the federal land
for the counties of Santa Fe, Rio
jhis physicians here said his recovery Arriba
bank districts and in designating the Washington. Dec. 27. Indcoendent
and San Juan,
denies the
seemed certain. Mr. de Baca came
cities within such districts where members of the incoming housel of;t
'here a month ago seeking complete1 jurisdiction of thc district court to
federal land banks shall be locat- representatives are planning an or- the
case
filed
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rest."
ed," the officiat announcement says, ganization to work apart from both
him by District Attorney Alexander
The announcement that Governor-J- l
"the federal farm loan board has democrats and republicans with the'i
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to
the
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Hon
United States
present
'"s '"ability
reported by
been aforded applicant cities to
plant. During 1016 the larerest tonnaire
On the matter of jurisdiction, Mr.
such an arrangement will be attemptevidenec to support their claims ed later.
Crist states that the office of disInformal conferences
in the history of the company was treated and
Geological
of
Interthc
Survey,
Department
the
constitution.
banks.
land
of
federal
locations
;: to
independents now in congress
attorney is a state office and he
At the request of Mr. dc Baca, trict
ior, indicates a yield of $1,350000 in gold,
the gross output was 75,500,000 pounds. The
More than 75 cities applied to be have resulted
in an
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arrangement
will
be no formal ceremonies
there
a
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the
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headquartrs
should
that
designated
be done to
"Thcre is no statutory mode of
something
1,800,000 ounces of silver, 7,100,000 pounds
Burro Mountain Copper company's new con- connection with the administering
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the election of any perto committee
contesting
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.
of
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On
he
arrival
I
a
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sentative committees and individ- work. At least one of the indepenson to that office." This contenof lead, 91,400 000 pounds of copper, and
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will
in
St.
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to
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go
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4
ual."
dents has conferred with Colonel
.
tion, if sustained, would leave quo
where the oath will be administered warranto
ed running at full capacity June 1. 1916.
Will be Established Soon
36,500000 pounds of zinc, valued in all at
Roosevelt over the situation and will
proceedings as the next
Antonio
of
State
as
by
Secretary
will
established
be
banks
The
line of attack should Mr. Read wish
geek further advice from him on
Much development work has been done at this
$33469.400 as compared with a total value in
unaer "jejjjrihow, to proceed
soon as practicamc.
to go to the courts with his argu
now are being made ment that Mr Crist was not legally
Tentative
each will have a capital of $750,000.
1915. for the same metals of $19,279,468.
Conferences Are Quiet.
property and the reserves are sufficient to 2 :cr inauguralplansfestivities,
d
and
Annlirations for loans have been Conferences have proceeded quietr,n
nvmW 7 nf thi.
nor McDonald yesterday appointed;
i Mr. Crist's reply, which takes
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estimated
an
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county,
executive committee to
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Participants are disinclined to talk,
and Copper company S 125-to- n
all general arrangements when the he demurs to certain
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allegations in
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New Mexico in the output of gold and silver.
kt making loans.
definitely determined.
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the speakership situation daily beCrist
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to the
of copper to the output. Copper ores were
tee is composed of Arthur Seligman, particular
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allegation that 500 ballots cast in the
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Cook Peak. Florida Mountains Tres Herma- m addition tne suite is titled win; noon.
these arrangements were
onsnhscribed amount.
ried
some
Russian
Turkish
and
gold.
baths, hot and made in response to a request from
nas, and Pinos AltOS districts. Shipments of
board .of education held
Through a process of having bor- :. The state
medicated
ba'h
the state corporation commission. It
-Xf-- v
i
.1.
t.a- f!'? sho.w"
zmr or and mn,vntrat
frrm M
rowers subscribe . in small amounts
'
baths, with a rest room on the s'de,
rossiMe that the Santa Fe can be
The principal metal produced in New
to the capital stock, if is said that nesday to check op the ofice of the!
were
ere
tons
a
of
can
the
time
as
cent
73.900
30.15
spend
prevailed upon to continue the serpatient
per
grade,
the banks not long after-- beginning
Mexico is copper, and since 1910 the yield has
adjourns.
compared with 41,852 tons of 36 per cent in y"re recreat:on and rest after the est vice after the legislature
operations will be - virtually
here at nicht
Passengers
been chiefly from the ChinO Copper company
institutions. The permanent F. H. H. Roberts, of Us Vegas. Prof.
Dr Kintr came to Santa Fe about will have the arriving
1.15.
of
privilege
remaining
E.
L
the
Enloe.
Silver
of
banks provides
City. C C
organization of
six months ago and during (hat in the car until the following mornfor nine directors, six of whom shall Hill, of Rnswell. and Bonafacio Mon-toy- a,
time has built op a large eye pract ing.
Between
and
Albuquerque
of Bernalillo, Sandoval countrv
be selected by associations of farmer
ice, and with his new outfit willjLamy the Pullman will be handled
borrowers, the other three being; ap- - were in attendance.
ncn om mio larger ireias.
on trains 5 and 1.
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U.

S. PEACE NOTE

President Wilson Asia Belligerents to State Terms Upon
Which They Will End
the World War.

MESSAGE GOES TO ALL
Dispatched to Central Powers
and Entente Allies, Who Already Have Indicated Willingness to Give Their
Statements.
Sirvlr.
President
Wilson's notes to the belligerents
ere prefaced with this Instruction by
Secretary lousing to the American
ambassadors presenting them:
"The President directs me (o send
you the following coinniunirution to
be presented immediately to the ministers of foreign affairs of the government of which they are accredited:"
The texts of the notes themselves
then begin identically as follows:
"The President of
the United
States has Instructed me to suggest
lo the (here Inserted a designation of
the government addressed) a course of
uctlon with regard to the present war
which we hope that he government
will take under consideration as suggested in the most friendly spirit
and as coming not only from a friend
but also as corning from the
of a neutral nation whose
interests have been most seriously affected by the war and whose concern
for its early conclusion arises out of
a manifest necessity lo determine
how best to safeguard hose interests,
if the war is to continue."
At this point the context varies. In
the notes to the central powers this
paragraph follows next:
"The suggestion which I am Instructed to make, the President has
long had It in mind to offer. He is
somewhat embarrassed to offer it at
this particular time because it may
mow seem to have been prompted by
a desire to play a part in connection
with the recent overtures ot the central powers. It has, in fact, been in
no way suggested by them in Its
origin and the President would have
delayed offering it until those overtures had been independently answered but for the fact that it also
concerns the question of peace and
may best be considered in connection
with other proposals which have the
same end in view. The President can
coily beg that his suggestion be considered entirely on its merits, and as
if it had been made in other circumstances."
In the note to the entente allies,
the following paragraph takes the
place of the one just quoted :
"The suggestion which I am inhas
structed to make, the
long had it in mind to offer. He is
somewhat embarrassed to offer it at
this particular time because it may
now seem to have been prompted by
the recent overtures of the central
powers. It Is, in fact, in no way associated with them in its origin and the
President would have delayed offering It until these overtures had been
answered but for the fact that it also
cmcerns, the question of peace and
may best be considered in connection
with other proposals which have the
same end in view. The President' can
only beg that his suggestion be considered entirely on Its own merits
and as If it had been made in other
circumstances."
Then all the notes proceed Identically as follows:
"The President suggests that an
early occasion be sought to call out
from all the nations now at war such
an avowal of their respective views as
to the terms upon which the war
might be concluded and the arrangement which would be deemed satisfactory as a guaranty against its renewal or the kindling of any similar
conflict In the future as would make
It possible frankly to compare them.
"He is indifferent' as to the meins
taken to accomplish (his. He would
be happy himself to serve, or even
to take the initiative in its accomplishment in any way that might
i rove acceptable, but he has no de
elro to determine the method or the
One way will be as
instrumentality.
acceptable to him as another, If only
the great object he has In mind be attained.
"He takes the liberty of calling attention to the fact that the objects
which the statesmen of the belligerents on both sides have in mind In
this war are virtually the same, as
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Wot Bank Bandits Caught.
Boulder. After an exciting chase
through the snow for two hours, officials of Boulder and Longmont captured two of the robbers who broke
Into the State Bank at Ni Wot, seven
miles northeast of here, carrying off
about $300 In postage stamps, $50 in
change and numerous articles of jewelry. The men gave their names as
George W. Ryan of Nevada City, Nev.,
and George Wilson of Birmingham,
Ala.
Ni

De Weese Waives Hearing.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Howard De
Weese, accused wife slayer, caused a
sensation in court when he offered to
waive preliminary bearing and bring
his case to Immedial.i trial. Unaccompanied by attorney or adviser, the
man who is alleged to have murdered
his wife with a flatiron In a Salt Lake
City rooming bouse Sept 21 stood before the court and, with a smile on
face, stated that he was willing
jis
that hla case go before the District
Court as speedily as procedure would
allow.

stated in general terms to their own
peoplo am! to the world.
"Each side desires to make the
rights and privileges of weak peoples
and smaU tates as secure against aggression or denial in the future as the
rights and privileges of the great and
powerful Btates now at war. Each
wishes itself to bo made secure in the
future, ulong with all other nations
and peoples, against the recurrence of
wars like this and against aggression
of selfish Interference of any kind.
"Each would be jealous of the
formation of any moro rival leagues
to preserve an uncertain balance of
power amidst multiplying suspicions;
but each Is ready to consider tho
formation of a league of nations to
insure peace and Justice throughout
the world.
Before that final step can betaken,
however, each deems it necessary
first to setilc the issues of the present war upon terms which will cer
tainly safeguard the independence, the
territorial integrity and tho political
anil commercial freedom of the nations involved.
"In the measures to be taken to secure tlie future peace of the world
the people and government of the
United Slates are us vitally and as
directly interested as t he governments
now at war. Their interest, moreover,
in the means to be adopted to relieve
the smaller anu weaker peoples of the
world of tlie peril of wrong and violence is us quick and ardent as that
of any other people or government.
They stand ready, and even eager, to
in the accomplishment of
these ends, when the war is over, with
every influence and resource at their
command. Hut the war must first be
concluded.
The terms upon which it la to be
concluded they are not at liberty to
suggest; but the President docs feel
that it is his right and his duty to
point out their intimate interests in
its conclusion, lest it should presently
be too late to accomplish the greater
things which lie beyond Its conclusion,
lest the situation of neutral nations,
now exceedingly hard to endure, be
rendered altogether Intolerable, and
lest, more than all, an injury be done
civilization itself which can never be
atoned for or repaired.
"The President therefore feels altogether justified in suggesting an immediate opportunity for a comparison
of views as to the terms which must
precede those ultimate arrangements
for the peace of the world, which all
desire and in which the neutral nations as well as those at war are
ready to play their full, responsible
part.
"If the contest must continue to
proceed toward undefined ends by
slow attrition until the one group of
belligerents or the other is exhausted,
if million after million of human lives
must continue to be offered up until
on the one side or the other there are
no more to offer, If resentments must
be kindled that can never cool and
despairs engendered from which there
can be no recovery, hopes of peace
and of the willing concert of free peoples will be rendered vain and idle.
"The life of the. entire world has
been profoundly affected. Every part
of the great family of mankind has
felt the burden and' terror of this unprecedented contest of arms. No nation in the civilized world can be said
in truth to stand out to its influence
or to be safe against its disturbing
effects. And yet the concrete objects
for which il is being waged have
never been definitely stated.
"The leaders of the several belligerents have, as has been said, stated
those objects in general terms. Hut,
stated in general terms, they seem
the same on both sides. Never yet
have the authoritative spokesmen of
either side nvowed the prerise objects
which would, If attained, satisfy them
and their people that the war had
been fought out. The world has been
left to conjecture what definitive results, what actual exchange of guaranties, what political or territorial
changes or readjustments, what stage
oi military success, even, would bring
the war to an end.
"It may be that peace Is nearer than
we know; that the terms which the
belligerents on tho one side and on
the other would deem it necessary to
insist upon are not so Irreconcilable
as some have feared: that an interchange of views would clear the way
at b ast for conference and make the
permanent concord of the nations a
hope of the Immediate future, a concert of nations Immediately practicable.
"The President Is not proposing
peace; he is not even offering mediation. He Is merely proposing that
soundings be taken in order that we
may learn, the neutral nations with
the belligerent, how near the haven
of peace may be for which all mankind longs with nn intense and Increasing longing.
"lie believes that the spirit in
which he speaks and the objects
which he seeks will lie understood by
all concerned, and he confidently
hopes for a response which will bring
a new light into the affairs of tlu
world."
The note to the enteiite group will
be delivered to Great Britain, France,
Italy, Japan. Russia. Belgium, Montenegro, Portugal, Rumania and Serbia.
That to the central allies will be
delivered to Germany. AustriaHun-gary- ,
Turkey and Bulgaria.
It Is being delivered to all nrutra'
governments, for their information.
Move to Stop World War.
Washington, Dec. 21. The German
embassy received word by wireless
from Berlin that Sweden, Switzerland
and several other neutral countries
have made representations urging a
parley In harmony with Mr. Wilson's
plea contained in his note to the entente allies and the central powers
proposing that they exchange views
of the terms on which peace might be
concluded and the guarantees which
might be given to insure the world
against a repetition of the conflict.
AJo.
Funston Orders Troops
San Antonio. Gen. Funston on the
20th ordered Col. Richard H. Wilson,
commanding troops in the Yuma district, to send a sufficient force to Ajo,
Ariz., to protect the place against
The
threatened Mexican trouble.
troops will proceed from Yuma. Although there has been no serious outbreak, the attitude of Mexicans at AJo
and at Sonoyta, across the border, has
caused uneasiness In Ajo for the last
week. Largo mines are located at
AJo.

KAISER APPROVES
WILSON MESSAGE

'RESIDENT MAY SEND BELLIGERENTS ANOTHER NOTE.

PEACE OVERTURES ACCEPTED
BY TEUTON POWERS AND U. S.
COOPERATION ASKED.

Peace Terms Desired and Note Not
Designed to End War or Influence
German Action.

MEET IN NEUTRAL CITY
PRESENT

CONFLICT

MUST

BE

CLOSED BEFORE FUTURE CAN
BE GUARANTEED.
l'nl"ii
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Berlin. Dec. 27. Germany and her
,
allies
Bulgaria and
Turkey Tuesday replied to the note
of President
Wilson, in which he
asked that the belligerent nations
state tlie aims for which they were
fighting. The proposal is made by the
central powers that a conference ol
the delegates of all the belligerents
be held imniedtfltely in a neutral city.
The task of preventing future wars,
the official statement says, can be begun only after the end of the present
struggle.
The answer, which also contains the
,
Bulgaria
reply of
and Turkey, says:
"The
suggestion made
by the President of the United States
of America in order to create a basis
for the establishment of a lasting
peace has been received and consid
ered by the imperial government in
the friendly spirit which was ex
pressed in the President's communiThe President points out
cation.
that which he has at heart and leaves
open the choice of road.
"To the imperial government an immediate exchange of views seems to
be the most appropriate road in order
to reach the desired result.
"It begs, therefore, In the sense ol
the declaration made on Dec. 12,
which offered a hand for peace negotiations, to propose an immediate
'
meeting of delegates of the belliger-ent states at a neutral place.
"The imperial government also is
of the opinion that the great work of
preventing further wars can be begun
only after the end of the present
struggle of the nations.
"It will, when this moment shall
have come, be ready with pleasure
with the
to collaborate
entirely
United States in this exalted task."
The answer of the central powers
concludes with the usual diplomatic
terms of politeness.
Austria-Hungary-

Austria-Hungary-

TOLL OF STORM AND BLIZZARDS.
Twenty-Fiv- e

Killed When Storm Cuts
Path Through Arkansas.

Chicago, Dec. 27. At least twenty-fivlives were reported lost in a
storm that raged through the yVent
Tuesday, ranging from a blizzard in
the northern states to a tornado which
struck Arkansas during the afternoon
Through the western valley states
higher temperatures prevailed and the
rain was heavy. Unusual cold was
reported from the mountains west to
the Pacific coast. In Los Angeles
there was snow for the sixth time in
weather history.
The greatest loss of life was reported in the tornado in south central Arkansas. Four persons at England,
Ark., were killed outright, seventeen
v.ere reported killed at Keo, three others at Carlisle, just east of Little
Rock.

Several were reported killed at the
state convict farm at Tucker, Ark., in
the path of the storm. In Washing-:oa young hunter was separated
,'roni his companions and found later
"rozen to death. In Oregon searching
parties are out after at least three
men who have been missing since the
storm began.
BRITISH ADVANCE AT YPRES.
Teutons Take Town by Bayonet; Capture 5,500 in Rumania.
Berlin. Rumania continues the theater of the greatest activities. In
northern Wallachia, along the soui.r
ern Moldavia border, and in Dobrudja,
the Teutonic allies continue to make
gains over the Russians and Rumanians.
Thirty miles southwest of Brailla the
invaders have captured Filipechti and
are on the ofwest of Rimnik-Sara- t
fensive. In this latter region during
the past few days 5,5u0 Kussians have
been made prisoner.
In Mesopotamia the British forces
in
are still in quest of
which sector they have made further
advances on the right bank of the Tigris.
The British victory over the Turks
at Maghdaba, 90 miles east of the
Suez canal, was of considerable proportions. In addition to making prisoner of 1,350 men of the Turkish :orce
of about 2,000, seven guns were taken.
Two Children Burned to Death.
Aspen. Two children, 10 and 12
years old, were burned to death in a
residence near the center of town. The
origin of the fire is not known and the
building was afire almost from ground
to roof when it was discovered, and
was destroyed in an hour. Three feet
of snow was on the ground, preventing the fire department from going to
the rescue. The cold was inten e, the
thermometer registering almost zero.
Mrs. Boscello, mother of tlie two boys,
was visiting with friends, and the
father is out of town.

LOGWOOD

rHREAT OF WAR DENIED

Vi!uin X. wiqiHpcr Union News Service.
Washington, Dec. 22. The possibility
that tho United States might soon be
drawn into the war in defense of Its
rights was the principal consideration
moving President Wilson to address
his peace appeal to the belligerents
asking them to state the conditions on
which they would be willing to end
the conflict.
In order to guide Ihe United States
in determining whether it shall enter
tho war, the President desires to
know whether there is any prospect of
peace, or only the prospect of a continuation of the struggle with unmitiupon American
gated aggressions
tights by the belligerents.
The President, however, does not
now contemplate plunging the nation
into the war, although that may be
the eventual result If the wet continues and the belligerents do not cease
their aggressions.
At the same time the President does
not wish the belligerents to conceive
the idea that the United States uttered a threat to enter the war when
he claimed the right to address the
belligerents "lest the situation of neutral nations, now exceedingly hard to
endure, be rendered altogether Intolerable."
If necessary to disabuse the minds
of the belligerents of any notion that
a threat of war Is thus conveyed, the
President will send them another note
further explaining his attitude.
The first statement issued by Mr.
Lansing follows:
"The reasons for the sending of the
note were as follows:
"It is not our material interest we
had in mind when the note was sent,
but more and more our own rights are
becoming involved by the belligerents
on both sides, so that the situation is
becoming increasingly critical.
"I mean by that, that we are drawing nearer the verge of war ourselves,
and therefore, we are entitled to
what each belligerent
know
seeks, in order that we may regulate
our conduct in the future.
"No nation has been sounded. No
consideration of the German overtures or of the speech of
was taken into account in the
of the document. The only
thing the overtures did was to delay
It was not decided to
it a few
send until Monday. Of course, the difficulties that face the President were
that it might be construed as a movement toward peace and in aid of the
He specifically
German overtures.
denies that that was the fact in the
document Itself.
"The sending ot this note will Indicate the possibility of our being forced
into the war. That possibility ought
to serve as a restraining and sobering
force, safeguarding American rights.
It may also serve to force an earlier
conclusion of the war. Neither the
President nor myself regards this
note as a peace note; it is merely an
effort to get the belligerents to define the end for which they are fighting."
These were the explanations of the
President's peace move emanating
from Secretary of State Lansing and
Mr. Wilson. In the forenoon Mr. Lansing put forth the official statement
that the President in making his
peace move was actuated mainly by
the belief that "we are drawing nearer
to the verge of war ourselves."
Mr. Lansing said that in his morning statement ho had sought to explain the gravity of the situation confronting the United States in regard
to the grievances against the belligerents and the necessity of learning
whether the United States is to continue a prey to molestation of rights
involved in continuation of the war.
Lloyd-Georg-

e

Washington. Senator Hitchcock of
Nebraska introduced a resolution in
the Senate to indorse President Wilson's peace noie.
London. The Daily Telegraph in an
editorial, in common with the other
newspapers, says nobody will impute
anything but the worthiest of motives
and the sincerest purpose of impartiality between the combatants to
President Wilson, but considers his
note inopportune.

FOR DYES ROTTING

ON PIERS

KAISER MAY ASK
U. S. MEDIATION
GERMANY

REPORTED

READY

TO

GIVE PEACE TERMS IN FULL
TO PRESIDENT.

TROOPS FLEE INTO LAKE
GREATER PART BULGAR FORCE
DROWN AS RESULT OF RUSSIAN ATTACK.
Berlin Field Marshal von Macken-sen- 's
Dobrudja army, after capturing
Isaktcha, on the Danube, has begun an
attack on the bridgehead of Matchln,
In the northwestern corner of Dobrudja province, to which the
forces have retreated, army
headquarters announced on Christmas.
Russo-Kumania-n

Deff. 23.
Germany
Washington,
may ask President Wilson to act as
mediator between the two groupB of
This suggesEuropean belligerents.
tion was thrown out by a German official here in discussing the reply
that the Berlin government will make
to the President's proposal that the
belligerents state the terms on which
they would be willing to end the war.
Germany, it is stated, will respond
with a full and frank declaration of
the peace conditions she regards acceptable and of the guarantees she
believes would preserve world peace
henceforth.
It is believed, however,
that the German terms will be stated
confidentially to the President, It being the German contention that the
conditions of peace should be submitted to a conference of the belligerents
and not subjected to prior public discussion.

used tor iiiukiiiK dyes uud worth hundreds of thousands ui Urn
rotting away along the Brooklyn waterfront, and no one know who
owns It. Before the war logwood sold In the American market for around $7
n ton. A jump In price to $75 or $100 wri experienced after the declaration of
war. Seeing a "war baby" thnt showed exceptional promise, speculators practically bought out South America of all available logwood. After the first few
shipments arrived the small market in this country for the commodity became
exhausted and the speculators were left with hundreds of tons on their hunds.
Now the South Amerlcun planters and the skippers of the bouts are wonder
lug who pays. And the city of New York Is wondering what to do with the
tin rMles nf vnlunhle waterfront Sluice.
.,,.,! ,. iiif'i is
Logwood

lars

in

toi-iii-

CARRANZA H7METAKEN

SWITZERLAND
BACKS WILSON
FIRST OF NEUTRALS TO LINE UP
TO FORCE POWERS TO CONSIDER PEACE PROPOSALS.

ESTATE AT SAN PEDRO FALLS
TO BANDITS HANDS.
Men

Firing Over Line Killed by
chine Gun Platoon of Troops
On U. 8. Side.

WASHINGTON

RECEIVES

WORD

THAT OTHER NEUTRALS WILL
TAKE SIMILAR COURSE.
Washington. War on earth, with all
its bitterness, will turn to peace and
good-wibefore anouier Christmas,
government heads here believe,
Their hope for and belief in such an
outcome within the new year was
by Switzerland's note,
strengthened
approving President Wilson's peace
move and offering the mountain republic's "bit" toward halting the world
struggle and seeing that peace Is permanent.
Atop of this encouraging news came
word that other neutrals would take a
similar course, while it is known that
all, privately, at least, are behind the
American position. Moreover, the administration had reason to feel that
the warriors themselves will take
kindly to the peace propositions before long.
Hence, on Christams Day American
officials felt that, there was real cause
for rejoicing, despite the fact that the
stul are doing their
big nations
slaughter abroad.
in a note to all
Switzerland,
of the warring powers, announced
Wilson's
its support of President
appeal for a discussion of peace
terms, saying it "would consider
itself happy if it could act in any
way, no matter how modest, for the
rapprochement of the peoples now
engaged in the struggle, and for a
lasting peace."
The note was sent to the belligerents by the Swiss Fe'deral Council, and
Dr. Paul Ritter, minister of Switzerland here, sent a copy of It to the
White House. Secretary Lansing
made it public.
A large number of cablegrams came
to the White House from Holland,
Sweden and Norway. These were
transmitted by organizations and individuals. All praise the President for
his position, proffer whatever assistance can be rendered and intimate
that their own governments will take
similar steps.
All the neutral diplomats in this city
expressed utmost interest In the advanced step taken by Switzerland. So
much enthusiasm was aroused that
many prophecies were made that
many of the South American republics
would join the procession and send
These nations are
peace telegrams.
all far removed from the scene of war
but all of them do a large overseas
business with each of the belligerents.

Declares Man Can Make Own Booze.
Ore. Oregon's prohibiPortland,
tion law was given a blow here when
Circuit Judge Henry E. McGinn
French Sink
ruled that the state had no authority
Paris. The German submarine
to limit or prohibit citizens from
or importing liquor has been sunk by destroyers, accordmanufacturing
ing to a Mantes dispatch.
for personal use.
U-4-

English Parliament Prorogued.
London. Parliament was prorogued
Friday without the members being
given any further information regarding President Wilson's note or
what action the government contemplated with respect to it. Neither the
note nor the German peace proposal
was mentioned in the king's speech,
read In both Houses. The speech
from the throne was one of the briefest on record. It expressed confidence
in the ultimate victory of the allies
the
and determination to prosecute
war.

Preaident Names Shipping Board.
President Wilson
Washington.
nominated the following to be members of the government
shipping
board: William Denman of San Francisco, Bernard N. Baker of Baltimore,
John A. Donald of New York, John
Barber White of Kansas City, Mo., and
Theodore Brent of New Orleans. The
board under the law will have general
supervision over freight rates in
American waters. It is empowered to
organize a $50,000,000 corporation to
build or buy mtrchr.nt ships.

Oklahoma Bank Bandits Get $20,000.
May Be Sworn In on Stretcher.
Los Angeles, Cal. Paralleling the
Tulsa, Okla. Oklahoma bank robcase of Inez Milholland Boissevain, bers made a large haul when they enE. tered the Oklahoma National bank at
the noted suffragist. Governor-elec- t
C. de Baca of New Mexico lies Skiatook, near here, blew open the
stricken here of pernicious anaemia, safe and escaped in an automobile
Ihe first symptoms of which appearel with $20,000 in currency and silver.
during a vigorous political campaign.
Despite the serious nature of his ill- Vice President Marshall in Arizona,
declares he
ness the governor-elec- t
Phoenix, Art. Vice President and
will be at Santa Fe Jan. 1 to be sworn Mrs. Marshall reached Phoenix to
In as governor.
"I will be there to spend the holidays at their desert
take the oatb of office if I have to be bungalow fourteen miles from this
tarried back on a stretcher," he said.

President Wilson Gives Turkeys,
Washington. There'll be a nice, fat
Christmas turkey in the home of every
White House attache. Following a
custom he adopted when he came to
the White House, President Wilson
has ordered a bird for each of bis employes 125 in all.
Score Badly Injured as Cars Crash.
Pittsburg, Pa. A seore of persons
were seriously Injured and more than
200 less seriously hart when an
street cl crashed into the trailer of another car at Edgewood Acres.
Aru-roo-

Ma-

Petrograd admits the retirement Of
Russian forces in the Dobrudja region.
Berlin announces the capture of 900
Russians In that section and declares
the Teuton advance is continuing.
of
Hundreds
Bulgarians
when a Russian regiment
drove a detachment of the enemy into.
Lake Ibolata.
Increased artillery activity is reported along the Somme and on the
east bank of the Meuse in the Verdun
region, the scene of the latest French
advance,
has been
A spirited engagement
fought in Galicla and Berlin reports
the breaking of the Russian line.
El Arish, an Egyptian town on the
frontier of Palestine, has been cap- tured by the British after a siege of
two years.

L'nlon Newa Service.
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WAR TO TURN TO PEACE

IN-

Villa celebrated
El Paso, Tex.
Christmas by capturing San Pedro de
las Colonias, the home of his arch
enemy, Gen. Venustiano Carranza.
This was stated In advices from foreign sources in northeastern Mexico.
San Pedro de las Colonias is northeast of Torreon, captured on Friday,
on the railroad line leading toward
Monterey, which Is Villa's present
object.
It is a rich agricultural community
and it Is believed to be Villa's purpose to raid the farming section to
replenish his stores of supplies.
Carranza's estates are among the
largest in the vicinity of San Pedro,
which also has the distinction of having been the birthplace of President
Francisco I. Madero.
Mexicans on the border took it for
granted the Carranza and Madero estates would be devastated, inasmuch
as the Madero properties are being
administered by the de facto government.
Villa gave orders to commanders at
Torreon not to harm the lives or property of foreigners.
It was reported to the Third Kentucky infantry that at least one of the
Mexican snipers who fired on the
First battalion of the Third Kentucky
infantry was killed when the machine
gun belonging to the battalion was
used to rout the snipers, who were
firing at the American army camp
near the cement plant on the American side of the Rio Grande.

'

Denver Girls Win Husbands in Raffle.
G'en Carbon, 111. Three "eligible"
bachelors, "guaranteed to be good providers" and anxious to marry wpre
won by three women at a "sight un- seen matrimonial raffle" here as a cll-- I
max to the annual Christmas dance
given by the Glen Carbon Bachelors'
Club.
The names of the prizes and
the holders of the lucky numberB
were: Joe Clenson, 32, coal miner,
won by Miss Maude Fletcher, both of
Glen Carbon. Charles Hendricks, 38,
marble worker, EdwardsvlUe, 111., won
by Miss Sarah Brown, Denver. Joe
Jiggers, 34, bartender, Glen Carbon,,
won by Miss Rose Brown of Denver.
Railroad Profits in 1916 Over Billiorfc
Washington. More than $1,000,000,-00net income from operations was
made by the railroads of the country
during the year 191G. The hue total
is the peak of prosperity in railroad
operations, and stands more than o!3-tl ird higher than the total of 1913,
hitherto the hai.ner year.
0

Girls Get Fat on 10c Meals.
Fresno, Cal. At the conclusion of a
seven-dadiet experiment, undertaken
by five young women of the local
Slate Normal school in an effort to
prove that wholesome meats may bo
obtained cheaply despite prevailing
high prices, it was announced that 105
Four Postmasters Named,
meals, or three meals for seven days,
could be served for $10.00, an average
Washington. President Wilson has
10 cents a
meal. nominated the following Colorado
of approximately
None of the women lost weight and postmasters: Robert 11. Weir, Otis;
of a pound. Ernest A. Osir, Walden, and Harry M.
one gained
McKinney, Yuma. The nomination ol
Paraguay Statesman Has 44 Children. Albert J. Sells as postmaster at Coke
Rio de Janeiro.
Comes a story ville, Wyo., also is announced.
from Ypacarai, department of
Paraguay, that Jacintho Chlla-verStone Appointed Judge.
congressman and wealthy merWashington. Kitubrough Stone ol
the
wife
are
his
chant, and
proud par- Kansas City, Mo., son of Senator
ents of forty-fou- r
children, who have Stone, was nominated by tne Presibeen arriving for twenty years in dent to be United States circuit
squads of two, three and even four, judge of the Eighth circuit.
and are all living and in good health.
Russian Council Rejects Peace Terms
Invited to Take' Part in Loan.
London. The Russian council of the
The Russian,
Pekin.
Japanese,
British and French legations have in- empire has announced that it unanidicated to the foreign office and the mously favors an unequivocal refusal
American legation their desire for of Germany's peace proposals, accordAmerican cooperation in the reorgan- ing to a Petrograd dispatch.
ization loan of 10,000,000.
President New York Exchange Dead.
Boston Remains "Wet" by 23.462.
New York. Col. Frederick Newbold
Boston. Advocates of the licensed Lawrence, president of the New York
sale of liquor won by a majority of stock exchange, died here in his Hi
23,462.
year.
y

three-quarter- s

Para-guar-

i,
t,

Pope Praises Wilson for Peace Note.
Rome.
Pope Benedict, according to
reports, In speaking to Cardinal
papal secretary of state, regarding President Wilson's- note to the
belligerents, said: "It is a document
showing the honesty, justice and farsightedness of the President."

Gas-par- ri,

-

Explosion Kills Three, Injures 1$.
Des Moines, la. Three persons
were killed, three probably fatally injured and ten others seriously injured when a gas plant in the home
of John Faaborg, near Kimballton,
la., exploded.

Midwest Explosion Claims 3rd Victim.
Casper, Wyo. Michael Carey, 36, of
British Christmas Quiet One,
Pa., who was horribly
Pittsburg,
London. Except in the camps and burned in an explosion in a still at
hospitals, Christmas was the quietest the Midwest refinery died here. His
Great Britain has ever known.
death brings the death list to tare.

Roads Decline Eight-Hou- r
Pact,
New York. The railroads have determined not to make any agreement,
secret or otherwise, with the trainmen's brotherhoods, which would 1st
any way fix In advance the rates or
schedules of wages under the Adam-so- n
law.

Five Die in Masonic Home Fire.
Wichita, Kan. Fire bodies have
been taken from the ruins, and three
persons are still missing as a result
of an early morning fire which destroyed the Kansas Masonic Home,
entailing a money loss estimated at
$250,000.

,

Guardsman Dies of Pneumonia.
Man Narrowly Escapes Lynching.
Private George
Demlng, N. M.
Omaha. F. W. Fuller, who narrow- Wlllla. Company H, First Arkansas
ly escaped lynching after the shoot- infantry, died here from pneumonia.
ing of Dorothy Rader, 25, admitted The company was recruited at Marthat tho girl was formerly bis wife. vel. Ark.
"
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HISTORY OF
TOLD IN BRIEF
Most Important Events of the
Last Year Set Forth.
PROGRESS OF EUROPEAN WAR
Chltf Development!

In the Mighty
of Nations Political and
Other Happeningi In the
United State.

Conflict

COMPILED BY E. W. PICKARD.

EUROPEAN WAR

March SR. Russians storms! fhrmin ru.
illons on East front.
British attacked German airship sheds
at ttylt. losing three seaplanes;
two Gar.
man vessels sunk.
reat
March
German attack on
Haucourt-Malancoufront
Ruaslan attacks repulsed repulsed.
with heavy
Allies agreed on unity of action In every branch.
March 29. British steamer Enirle Point
one American aboard, torpedoed without
warping.
.rman aerial attack on Ralonlkl killed
WwmTW
Terrific fluhtln at Gorltz bridgehead
Mart'h
Germans attacked with llciuld
fire near Verdun hut were repulsed
Germans torpedoed Russian hospital
In
Black sea: 115 lost.
ship
March 81 Germans took village of Ma- oi.v uui i, nvnf tciuuii, hi irrrinc cost.
i
iniiiirii HKimrii nn,,....
jrriiiiDiiiin
of i.c
Fnaland, killing 28; one Zeppelin destroyed. I. -- Sixteen
killed In Zeppelin raid
April
raided England and
April
Scotland, killing ten.
April 3 Kntente allies In note to U 8
upheld their right to search mn..i
Apr!!
repulsed fierce German
British 48liner Zent torpedoed without
lost.
warning;9. French
.
evacuated nfl. it
April

r;.

Turks defeated

British

nane

ir.i-ui-

n

Allies mads great advances on
entire line In Macedonia
Invading Roumanians forced out of Bul,
garia.
Allied transport Gallia torpedoed; 638
lost.
Oct. 8 German submarine U-sank
five vessels off U. S. coast.
Germans recaptured Kronstadt, Transylvania
Oct. 9. Serbians forced crossing of Cerna
river in Macedonia,
Oct. 10. Italians resumed advance on
Trieste, taking 6,000 Austrlans.
Oct. 11. Greek fleet turned over to allies
on their demand and largely dismantled
Teutons began Invasion of Roumanla
Oct. 15. French captured Sailly-Salllis'
north of the Sonims.
Oct. 17. Russians badly defeated In Galicia.
Italians captured Mount Pasublo.
liner Alaunia.. aunlr
Oct. I ly. Cunard
hu
1. 1.
l,ann.l. flan pi. crewJ
miiiib in Kiiianaii viwiiibi,
urn.
Oct. 20. Roumanians won on Transyl
vanla frontier but lost In Dobnidlo
Russian battleship Imperatrltza Maria
vi 3 uiictiui
ov lOSt.
uanu;cu
vaiubiuh; Constanza
Oct. 23. Teutons captured
Roumanian Black sea port.
Oct. 24. French smashed German line
veruun, taKing uouaumont rort and
village.
Oct. 26 Teutons occupied Czernavoda
ana tne vuican pass, Koumania.
Oct. 28. Teutons took Campulung. north
j
vi 11
iv nuuuaresi.
Greek steamer lumilnirf- - NM lna
Steamer Marina torpedoed' without warn
ing; a number of Amerlrana lout
Oct. 31. German submarine Deutschland
arnvea at New London, Conn.
rsov.
uermans
evacuated
rort
aux, veraun front.
Nov. 5. Germany and Austria proclaim
ed autonomy Of Pnlnnrt
No. 6 Von Maukensen forced back In
me unoruaja.
P. & O. liner Arabia sunk by submarine In Mediterranean.
Nov. 8.- American steamer Columbian
sunn d- Bunniarine.
Nov. 13. Buttle of the Ancre opened.
British capturing five miles of positions
hiicw airuiiK luwni.
Nov. 19. Allies captured Monastlr.
rov. JO. Allies ordered diplomats of
cemmi powers to leave ureece.
Nov. 21. Teutons took Craiova, Rou
manian rail and military center
Nov. 22. Ministers nf central morir, lAn
Greece.
Liner Britannic, hnsnltat shin anntr hv
mine In the Aegean; 24 lost.
Nov. 23. Greece refused to surrender
arms anil munitions to the allies.
Nov. 24 Teutons occupied Orsova and
Turnu Severln.
NOV.
25.
Provisional
mvirnmaiil
Greece declared war on Bulgaria-Entent- e
allies demanded Greece deliver
lis arms ana munttlons.
Roumanian armlet In Wnllnphla mnl.ri
Nov. 27. Teutons cantured Alt river line
In Roumanla.
German airships raided England; two
Zeppelins destroyed.
28. American
Nov.
steamer Phemnnpa.iim uy ueriiiun suomanne; crew saved.
uiuiiianian
government moved from
Bucharest to Jiissv.
Nov. 29 Sir John R. Jellicoe was made
first sea lord of the admiralty and Sir
ynviu ueauy, commander 01 the grand
fleet.
Falkenhavn eantiireit Pithti nnnman
Ian railway center, and Kampufung.
Ita lan Hteiimer pjiturmn Inpm.liu nfr
jn Americans aooara.
oftini,
Nov. 30. Teutons opened battle for Bucharest.
ureece refused demands of Admiral du
Dal-.I'OUrnet And allies nranaraH
Alliens,
mnuing troops at Piraeus.
Dec.
1. Allies
marched on Athens
1; rencn
sailors and Greek reservists
luugnt.
Dec. 2. Germans nresmeit rtnaer nn rtn.
charest, while Russians attacked disper.
ately In the wooded Carpathians and also
seized Czernavoda bridge.
ureece anci allies reached
German rolrhHtnu- nuiuH compromise.
w.,..-Oct.

4.

against Villa. Half million cartridges for
tarrsnn
army seixea at IJOUglaa, Arts
March 1. First lash between Villa out
American
posts anawounded-Marctroopers 17.

expedition.

Haven

Carranza forbade American
troops pursuing vuia to enter Mexican
towns.
U. 8. senate passed resolution deciarin.
the United States did not Intend to in
tervene ill weiicu.
March 27. Capture of Torreon by Vlllls-ta- s

,
reported.
March 28. Congress appropriated 15,600.-Ou- O
for Mexican expedition.
March 29. Carranza granted use of
Mexican Northwestern railroad to U 8
for shipment of supplies.
Dodd's cavalry defeated Villa forces
at Guerrero, killing 60; one U. 8 soldier
mortally wounded. Villa seriously wounded.
April I. U. 8. cavalry defeated Vlltlaia
detachment north of Guerrero, killing 30
April 12. U. 8. troops attacked by Carranza troops and citizens of Parral;
two
Americana and 40 Mexicans killed.
April 13 Carranza demanded withdrawal of U. 8. troops from Mexico.
of Villa at standstill
April
because of hostility of Carranzlstas.
April 29. Generals Scott, Funston and
Obregon 6.conferred on Mexican situation
Villa bandits raided Glenn
May
Springs. Tex., killing three U. S. soldiers
and a boy.
Major Howze with six troops of
routed Vllllsta band at OJos Azules,cavalry
killing
55.
President Wilson ordered milMay
itia of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona
and 4,500 more regulars to Mexican border.
border conMay 11. American-Mexica- n
ference ended futllely.
Curtis Bayles, American farmer killed
raiders near Mercedes Tex
by Mexican
May 26. Poole ranch in Hlg Bend counTexas, again raided hv Mexicans
try.
Candelario Cervantes. Vllllsta leader
kliled by American troops.
May 31 Carranza demanded withdrawal
of American troops from Mexico on peril
of "recourse to arms."
June 17. General Parker rushed reinforcements to American troops In Mexico
below Matamoros.
June IS.-department ordered all
state militia mobilized.
Fourth punitive expedition withdrawn
from Mexico
Carranza soldiers at Mazatlan fired "on
Amerljran landing party.
Funston called for at
June50.WI0
least
troops for bonier service.
U. 8. sharply refused to withdraw troops
from Mexico.
June 21. Detachment of American cavalry attacked
by Carranzit troops at Cur-rlza- l,
12
being killed. Mexican losses Included Gen. Felix Gomez.
June 23. House granted use of state
minim as reiieral soldiers.
Secretary Baker ordered all mllltla to
border as quickly as possible.
June 25. President U'ltson demanded
that Mexico release captured troopers.
Junp 26. Administration
for mediation with Mexico. rejected plan
Senate passed bill for drafting mllltla
Into federal service.
June 29, Twentv-thre- e
trnnnera taken nf
Carrlzal released by Mexico.
s column began retiring northrersning
wards.
July 6. War denartment rnllod nut reg
ular army reserves to till new reulments.
July 13. President UII inn raided em
bargo on food for Mexico.
28,
U. S. accepted Carranza's plan
July
for Joint commission.
Aug. 12. War department ordered 32,000
more stale troops to border.
Aug. 22. Secretary I,Hne Jitde rtenr-r- e
Gray and Dr. J. R. Mott named as Mexican settlement commission.
Aug. jll President ordered 21.000 troops
back from Mexican border.
hept. b. American and Meylean eoninil
Sfohera beean ReKaimm
hi Mew tjtridon
Conn.
Nov. 24 American-Mexicacommission
signed protocol ror withdrawal of Atneri
can troops and patrol of border.
mov. in viua captured Chihuahua City,
Dec. 2. VI la driven from Chihuahua
City by Carranza forces
Dec. 6. Parral recuptured by Carranza
forcea.
Dec. 12 Carranza troop train blown up
viniHias; uu Kinea or injurea.
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Gen. Albert L. Hills, V.
, Sept.
S. A., at Washington
J. Calhoun, noted lawSept.
at Chicago.
yer and diplomat,
ear
Admiral C. E. Vreeland,
Sept.
U. 8. N., retired.
U.
8. Senator James P. Clarks
Oct.
of Arkansas, at Little Rock.
Oct. 2. K. 8. Lacey, former comptroller
of the currency, at Chicago.
Mrs. Havelock Ellis, noted lecturer on
eugenlca, in lndun.
Oct. 12. Otto, insane former king of
Bavaria.
Oct. 15 Rev. Francis Brown, president
Union Theological seminary, at New York.
Oct. 18. Eben Eugene Rexford, poet and
author.
Normal Duncan, author, at Fredonla,
N. V.
Oct. 25 William M. Chase, noted painter. In New York.
Oct. 28 Prof. Cleveland Abbe, "father
of weather bureau," at Washington.
Oct. 31. "Pastor" Russell, noted Independent preacher.
Nicholas K. Young, former president National Baseball league, at Washington.
Nov. 6 Cardinal Delia Volpe at Rome.
Nov. 12. Dr. Perclval Ixiwell, famous
astronomer, at Flagstaff, Ariz.
rlg.
Nov.
Gen. D. C. Kingman, U.
8. A.
Nov. 15. Rt. Rev. Charles Edward Cheney, senior bishop of Reformed Episcopal
church, at Chicago.
Molly Elliott Seawell, author, at Washington.
Henryk18. Slenklewlcz, Polish novelist.
F. M. Lyman, president of the
Nov.
quorum of apostles of Mormon church.
Nov. 21. Frans Josef, emperor of Austria-Dr. Eugene Ixiuls Doyen, noted French
surgeon, at Paris.
Nov. 22. Jack London, author, at Santa
Rosa, Cal.
Nov. 24. Sir Hiram Maxim, noted Inventor, In London.
Nov.
Inez Mllhnlland Bolsse-vainoted suffragist, at Los Angeles.
Nov. 27. Kmlle Verhaeren. Belgian poet.
Dec. 3. Sir Francesco Tostl, composer.
Dec. 5. John D. Arrllholil nresldent of
Standard Oil Co., at Tarrytown. N. Y.
Ueorge C. Boldt, leading hotel man, In
New York.
Herbert D. Pelrce former minister In
Norway, at Portland, Me.
Dec. 6 -- Hans ltichter, noted Wagnerian
Conductor.
10
Dec.
Field Marshal Prince Iwao
Oyama at Tokvo.
I'ec. 13 J. W. Comvns Carr. Knelish
critic and dramatist.
Dec. l.i.-- W.
C. Nixon,
president St.
Louis and San Francisco railroad.
Dec. 16 Hugo Munsterlierir. nrnfessor
of psychology at Harvard.
Dec. 17. Clara Ward. Princess Cliimay,
in Padua, Italy.
H.--
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Sept.
hour railpssaSd
road bill, to avert strike. eight
Sept 6I. Senate Daaaad sight hour Ml.
Strike of aubv ay, elevated tad
Sept.
surtacs 22.
railway men in New York.
General sympathy strike of
Sept.
union laoor canea in jnw xorK.
Sept. 28. -- General strike la New Terk
fizzled.
Nov. . I. W. W. men from Seattle
rnug.11 aneriir s posse at Everett, Wash.
lieu.
Nov. 21. United states Bteel enrnora.
tlon announced 10 per cent raise of waxes. Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Nov. 22 A damson
law held un
constitutional by federal Judge In Kansas
DENVER MARKETS.
Nov.
cotton mills
England
raised wages of employees.
Cattle.
Nov. 29. International Harvester com Steers,
((hay fed), good to
pany and many other concerns announced
choice
I7.25S8.X
Increases.
large wage
Nov. 30 Chicago Wholesalers' associa
Steers (bay fed), fair to
tion raisea wages.
good
.757.25
Deo. II. New York garment workers on
Steers, grassers. good to
striae.

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

choice
Steera, grasners,

DISASTERS
Jan.
Jan.

fair to

good

Heifers, prime
Cows (hay fed), good

on oil tanker Astec
Choice
Steamer Kanawha sank In Ohio Cows (hay fed), fair
ennd
river; w iosi.
ja
grader's
ney sVornVUNPjm hWSpTsI: k'nlSTJan
o. submarine K-- 2 blown up
"""i KituniD
at Newia.u.
York navy yard; four killed, 16 cows, cannera iiu.tr)
hurt.
6.

'iji)"

7.0008-2-6

6.50
7.00
6.75 ft 7.50

to

to

6.2507.00
X

ROlTftA

9K

4

HH

(I

u.ouiuu.&w

iiibi ixhj yards
near
rtpm
urnu
4.ooqd.zo
mmi inn hi vernun and then retremendous attack; losses were
8.50
7.60
did fl0.000.000 damage In Veal calves
Jan. I6.-Jan. 1. News received of torpedoing of pulsed
inim,
cij
Bulls
4.5005.50
fl,60O,OU0
and
In
11
fri5"n Norwy.
damage
French retook trenches at
vj. iiner rersia in ueaiterranean;
April
t
about 260 lost, including R.
4.5005.50
McNeely, Verdun 1R.after terrific battle.
Jan. 17. Fire destroyed most of Wirt, Feeding cows
U. 8. consul at Aden.
Russians captured Trehlnnrf
April
6.257.60
UK lit.
Breeding heifers
Russians began great offensive In CaApril 19 President Wilson sen nltim
21.
Jan.
Fire at Molde, Norway, did Feeders and stackers, good
turn to Germany on submarine question
uda,
fSOO.000
damage.
told
In
and
Joint session.
congress
Jan.
to cliolce
bill passed
7.uu(a7j
Jan. 22. -- Great Northern train wrecked
20.-- Blg
forces of Russians landed
first reading and conscription
three cabinet members In April
ny avaiancne
near Corea, Wash.; six Feeders and stockera, fair
France.
resigned.
ueau.
6.00 0 7.00
to
25.
German
good
April
warships and ZeppeItalian steamer
2R.
Jan.
Montenegrin
Otay valley dam near San I Feeders and stockera, com
,
recruits from U. S. carrying
sunk by mine In the lins attacked Lowestoft and vicinity, but
i ai nroke; w dead.
uii.
ui
wcic
iven
200
lost.
Adriatic;
5.75 00.25
mon to fair
liner Daijln sunk In
,
April
battleship Russell sunk
Jan. 7. Germany promised U. S. its subiw lives lost.
collision;
mine In Mediterranean: 124 lnt
marines would observe
rules of civilized byApril
Feb. 3 Canadian parliament building at
Townshend
Hoas.
10.000
and
warfare.
wiiawa 16-destroyed oy tire; seven lives lost Good
nrmsn surrenaerea to Turks at Kut-el- Jan.
9.7010.1a
hogs
Ieb. -1 hree British steamships, many
battleship Edward VII n meti a.
unk by mine
defeated
Russians
Austrlans
in
batpier burned at Brooklyn
V.wJ;Ii
big
Allies entirely evacuated Gallipoll penln- - tle near Mouravitz.
Sheep.
r en. lb Holland suffered from great
May I. British steamer Hendonhall, la- Jan. 11. Austrian
Wethers
.$ 9.50 10.00
Lovcen
DUX 111 UI1U 11'HHIt
captured
nen wun wncat ror Keigian
sunk
relief,
dominating Cattaro.
20.
eb.
Great
In
snnwslldes
..10.2510.75
uy uermm suDmanne.
Yparlings
Salzburg
British steamer Clan McFarlane torrviuru Ilfariy
pCIHOIlS
iin
May Z Mve German alrshlns ralriiul
12.U0& 12.b5
Lambs
,
13 lost.
I eh.
2I.-pedoed In13. Mediterranean;
killed In wreck on New Kwes
coasts or r.ngiana ana Scotland.
-- Austrian
Jan.
8.25
7.50
cruiser
sunk by
naven
road.
Keigian relief ship Frldland sunk by
French submarine
29.
1Mb
Mfteen men killed by explo Feeder lambs
..10.00010,90
Huiimnnne
Spanish steamer Bayo sunk by mine; 2S ufiiniin
i mi ue
bi
mi
a.
v.
4.
ZeDDel
n
hv
nnilah
May
destroyed
iNt'inpion,
. . C.OOty; G.7&
ewes .
lost.
March 6 Spanish steamer
de Feeder
inner.
Jan. 14. Many documents connecting ui May
Asturius hit rock and sank offPrincipe
5.
renlv. recelvd In
llrazil; 300
with alleged war plots In U. Washington,Germany's
Papen
lour.
yon
HAY
AND GRAIN MARKET.
promised compliance with
B.
taken from him bv
i
March 23. Fifteen million dollar fire at
laws of warfare in submarine onemtlnnn
over to American embassy. British, turned with
. ... a..
.....1
Voulu'llln
J
T..tn
F. O. H. Denver, Curload Price.
covert threat to resume former meth...ii.,
twin., auu ' .uwai.i III B Ui AU
Kermanshah, Persia, occupied by Turks. ods unless America
!a.
gusta.
POLITICAL
persuades England to
Jan. 15. Russians renewed general at- mi inivKiiun iiiiii'HHiie.
Hay.
March
killed
and
many
tack on Austrian front.
in rninsinn on wew York Central
Buying Prices.
injuresnear
Zeppelin raided Salonlkl and was ri
Austrlans took Cetlnje and pursued
i leveiand.
lines
gun lire.
Colorado upland, per ton.$14.0015.00
stroyed oyPresident
Jan. 4. Congress reassembled.
8.
Montenegrins toward Albania.
Hob Hurmnn of Detroit and
W son to d Germany
April
May
21.
11.
Jan.
Jan.
Austrian hydroplane and torProgressive national committee two others killed In Corona, Cal., auto Nebraska upland, per ton 12.0013.00
our relations with Britain could not enter
called convention for June 7 in Chicago.
pedo boat sunk by British submarine In in controversy
rure.
Second bottom Colorado
with rierlln.
Adriatic.
Jan. 23. National Prohibition convention
April 17,-- Slx
killed, 40 Injured In wreck
at
German
Parts
attarka
reported
great
and Nebraska, per ton ll.5012.5O
Jan. 22. Austria Issued ultimatum to veraun cneckea.
called for July ly in St. Paul.
on .apw naven roan at Hradrord, R. I.
25. President
lCOO
17.00
Jan.
Wilson
19
Montenegro to surrender or face anninnmlnatsd
Tornadoes In Kansas and Mis- Timothy, per ton
April
Liner Cymric, carrying munitions, tor
hilation.
I.
D.
mils
liiundeis
for Supreme court souri killed 17.
11.00(12.00
and sunk: 6 lost
Alfalfa, per ton
Turks n riven In vnnt V... lli,laH- - - pedoed
22.
justice.
1.000 lost in collision
More
than
April
f ay. bcho z and Daeche. munition shin
South. Park, choice, per
Feb. 2. House passed antlchlld labor ufiween
ninese cruiser and transport.
conviciea in new rork.
bill.
17.0018-.0Jan. 23. Germans made airplane raid on pinners,
ton
May 8Steamer Klrby sank in Lake Su
May 10. Berlin admitted Sussex was tor- Feb. 4. Senate passed bill for IndepenA)
.wuiny n reiii, rvnKianu.
IOSI.
San Luis Valley, per ton 14.5015.50
perior; 13.
peanea Dy uerman suDmanne.
dence of Philippines in 2 to 4 years.
Austrlans occupied Antlvari and Dul
11.
Carl
R.
May
and
Llmhcrg.
driver,
Germans
British
May
captured
9.
15.5016.50
Gunnison
ton
Senate passed house resolution
Feb.
clgno. Monteneero.
Valley, per
at Hulluch.
mecnanician, Killed in road ratJan. 24 Scutari occupied bv Austrlans. trenches
making available $tliiu.(ioo for
4.00& 5.00
ton
al Rheepshead May
13. Russians
Straw,
per
defeat
of
May
reported
New
and
Island
York
Mare
u.
15.
to
S. new note
navy
uermany submitted
May
Explosion In Du Pont powder
lurks In big battle near Krz ncan
bill Increasing by 300 theyards
and
house
envii ljuniiuniu. dui it was rejected.
rs
1.1.
i
Killed
.1.,
Bmall
British
uiiiiisiiiwii,
pinm 2.
German
Grain.
warship defeated
trance class at naval academy.
Draft bill passed bv house of commons
June
Thirteen killed in train wreck at
squaaron17. on Belgian coast.
Feb. 10. Secretary of War Garrison and
Jan. 26. Dominion liner Norseman reWheat, cb. mill, 100 lbs., buying. ,2.50
rm'Karu,4 la
Dutch steamer Batavier V
May
Assistant
reSecretary
ported sunk.
Breckinridge
June
Waterfront fire at San Francii
mown up; one American killed
Kye, Colo., bulk, loo lbs., buying.. 1.75
signed.
co did ISOO.000 ilaniHgn
Montenegrin delegates signed articles of
May 20. German seaplanes raided Eng- l eh.
r. juarye, ambassador to
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adopted against them. The moment that this when we consider that for every dollar
conThe evening Mr. de Baca was nomina- fear becomes abnormal or exaggerated it over returned some citizen of this state has
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ted the Santa Fe New Mexican stated that he stimulates this protective instinct and to no tributed between two and three dollars, it it
but good purpose because it results in worry. quite plain that the more we receive the greatwas afflicted with pernicious anaemia,
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that he andhis friends felt that he would be This worry continues long after the necessity er has been our loss.
able to make a vigorous campaign, and that for the normal stimulus of fear has passed,
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him at any time he presented himself in Santa M'e
that
their
taxes
are
and
who are everit
would
be
him
nohigh
easier
for
be
to
thought
Of course the Forest Service points to
Fe:
af- - enough for two winters instead of one; and
his
of
that,
to
how
much
regardless
lower
taxes were
right
qualify
lastingly
oftelling
minated and elected from the governor's
the fact that that it turns over a certain perever
lost
the
first
of
ter
no
over
back
in
the
fact
would
where
that
sleep
any
came
from but
question
January,
they
be(no
fice, with his hand on the "political throttle"
he didn't have enough bones laid aside for his centage to the local governments for road and it wont
raised
on
h'm
this
by
point.
than it would as a private citizen.
When he
i
other purposes, but as the entire amount col- Of corrse if some other person should declining years,
o
.
saw that he could not get back in as governor,
for
timber
fees,
jlected
or
grazing
stumpage
Tbis protective instinct is also present in
The world is full of ruts, my boy, some
because he couldn't le nominated, he pulled raise the point, and the courts should decide'
any other purpose is but a direct and arbitrary
the
human
Mrmind
fle
and
Daca
when properly directed
oncc his office
,ia1
shallow
and some deep; and every rut is full
off what be thought was a cute political! l!;at
on cert3;n citizens of tie sate ' t.ie entire
is a freat SOIircp- nf nrosnprltv tinMi fr tt Jn
bv in ' rn.-i!- ; iYin nn tlir
.
fiv.vt
hv
tint
of
-folks
as high as they can . heap.
Fach
trick. ITe knew, as
cvcrv 'n, r,K
"
'i"t ' ,
lamornt which is withheld is a direct and un
,
;,
i un i e iiovertmr ;mci ;onai.i s
hum
me
one
in
that's
ditch
worn,
is
omou.ii
man
the
orcier
in
to
and
tor
nation,
.Mr. de i;nra was atthcicl
groveling
tauit,
with pernicious
growling
lust lew for which there is no return,
at his fate, and. wishing he had got Jiis chance
.
as governor in spite of his store up and lav by. to gam advancement in
In fact, when Mr. de Baca made ne would cont-nuanaemia.
Similar grazmg lands to those included
.
before it was too late. They lay it all to
his speech of acceptance he was so weak that wibmyiicss to surrcm er the office to Mr. de either honor or material things, it is necessaryiin forest reservations are leased by the state
B:.ca.
he
some
that
take
something else, or say it was their luck; they
he was compelled to use a cane to assist him
forethought of the morrow,'for all the way from three to ten cents
acre
.
Vhut
per
never could consider it was just their lack
One other thought, showing the hvpoc- .'t1st so soon as he carries this beyond the'
to stand. Mac knew, as everyone else, that
l"cnnd similar private lands are taxed at from
of pluck. Now hear the word of one that's
Democrats and the normal point the mental process becomes an'
in all probability Mr. de Baca would not live racv of the McDonald
tour cents to one dollor and more per acre, so
lived clean through from soup to nuts the.
.
abnormal
and
New
Santa
Mexican:
one.
Ie
The
normal
the
They say
very long, snd that the man who was nominatthe mere Pittance of something like a quarter
Lord
don't send no derricks round to hist
force
Mr.
are
to
is
instinct
stimulated
de
Baca
protective
normal
to
ed fo- Lieutenant Governor would soon be- ptbheans
by a
0f a cent ner sere that the wrnwmt ttim
trying
folks
of
eventsback
know-jfethose
which
and take the oath of office,
out of ruts.
are reasonably, back to the counties, under certain conditions,
.'
come the
of the state. Hence the

New Mexico State Record

convention was startled and taken completely
off its feet by the announcement that Mr. McDonald was a candidate for the office of
Lieutenant Governor.
He realized that if he could be elected
L ieutenant
Governor that he would soon become governor of the state and thus be able
ti carry
'nit his plan to run for United
States Senator from the Governor's office.
McDonald did not realize his own weakness; few politicians ever do. He thought
his great task was to "put de Baca across,"
so that he would be sure to become Governor.
Hence, he directed all his energies, as did the
state committee, to elect de Baca. Not a line
was written, nor a dollar spent to further the
candidacy cf another man on the Democratic
State ticket, save de Baca and Jones, and very
little was said about Mr. Jones. McDonald,
in on,vny with Ex. Gov. Otero, visited every
county in the state, and covered Mr. Bursum
slime. So vile were they that no other
'andidate on their ticket would travel in their
company, save Mr. de Baca who made one
trip with them to the Pecos Valley. They succeeded in defeating Mr. Bursum, but both of
Gov- them went down with him in defeat
re-was overwhelmingly
criK.r McDonald
j
his
and
of
the
own
people
county,
pudialed by
almo-- t
votes behind President Wil-jha- d
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created by water from the new welt
to that he can leave the windmill
stand and pump both wella from one,
thry are 45 feet deep and be no
longer hauls water for bit cattle.
Roy Spanish American.

Import Cat Fish.

CHAVES
Oil Track

Arrive.

After a delay of many days the
big trucks of tber Toltec FeOil Comyesterpany arrived from Santa
reday and after undergoing a few the
once
start
pairs they will at
work of transporting the massive
machinery now on the ground to
the scene of the first oil well. The
drillers are all here and everything
i
now ready for the active opera1

tions.

Roswel Record.

place thit year, which is more than
F. A. Roy received a shipment of
ne otierea to take tor tnc tarm last
500 cat fish Sunday and hat turned
spring.
them into his big water tanks for
the winter. The little chaps are 2
A Benefit And Convenience)
to 4 irches long and have found
Mr. E. S. Russell, five, miles south- a good home at Chicosa Ranch.
Mr Roy stocked his ponds before
west of Capitan, has a aplendid litlias learned a lot about caring
tle mill on hit place and is making and fish.
the very best of corn meal and forHis
greatest loss hat been from
Graham flour, which we know to
stealage by herons in the lake.
be are using some of each product. th.
T F M.irhli
ilu. .tnrblncr un
Such enterprises are a great benefit .
restrvoirs ana streams on ns
and convenience
to a community tne
ranch and we will soon hav a oro
and deserve to be well patronizdd.
tected fish supply, which will be
worii Rcui'Mivr.g. Roy Spanish
Property on the Mot

The headquarters of th(( road- - Two important sales have been
master ot tne recoi vaiiey lines "' made
in Copitan during the last few
Santa Fe railway have been moved .
Mr ucu
Rrt prnvin n. y,n,,u,
ivw.
to Carlsbad. Roadmaster t Willard IIV IVIIIISVII UliiuimcIT
UlblUUIIIK
rveene muveu uis and
S6.i.,.Mr(, an( id n n ni fnwn the
including nis oiirce building u.. Cottage Hotel building and the old
week and is now locaieu nun..
Mrs. Morgan has
buildinc
. i.
T.
w .
i ...
in i
t
4a. rijnnr ' hn nltirf c.Is a rCRQV
D.tiugni ine Dunuingi irum jvir. irro- ,
i
"
now
rs...i.."K vi u...
where
he
which
vm,.
is
living,
Miss Bray in charge. Roswcll News. she will convert into a hotel. Mr.
Provir.e intends using Cottage Hotel
for a residence and an ex-- ,
y
ot places will be about
chiiMge
CURRY

'

QUAY

;i..?

ti,.

Very Cheap Service
The Farmers
Mutual Telephone
.
company, ot ban Ion. a local or- ganizafon is putting m a new
switchboard and otherwise improving
their system. The charge for
vice is the mere expense of oocrat- ingi and is very low.

i--.

g

Jan-nuar-

1st.

Caoitan

Mountaineer.

LUNA
auto accident occurred
Wetlntsday afternoon between C'ovis
and Texico. Mrs. l.ovett and Mrs.
Slate Officer Car.
this
lowers were returning from Mrs.
in
Texico.
home
their
place to
While D. G. Pcnzotti was in at
Lovett was driving the car and in tendance at the Methodist church
. .... ...
a
uuurc
iu
ub
aiicmpuut;
...... jjl1Tay evening, some sacriiignous
ironr ot ire lci. mim...
were
''own out. miscreant deliberately and witn

Monday night a goodly number of
farmers met at the San Jon school
house to discuss thp organization of
a San Jon Nat'onal Farm Loan Association. The project was favorably received and about fifteen members subscribed for stock in the tem- -

A serious

both occupants
loth Mrs. Lovett and MrsRopers
eceived painful and serious injuries.
r. Haney of this place being cai- led to, Texico in consultation with
ysicians there in the case. Uovis
reows.

Two New Railroad

porary organization
J. T. White was authorized to se- b,anks lo form thc P"manent
oruanization. San Jon Times.

') " "yniFmd,tUTe
to be considered
wni0. 0,.Pi,.
ma')ice
J,

a'

crime against the peaC(; and dignity
f)f the peon)e of the slate of New
Mexico, and particularly more so be-- 1
cause of the time and place. Al- though the officers have searched
diligently, there is no clew for the
miscreant. Dcming Graphic.

has been announced that contracts for the construction f twc
Ines of railroad will be let by the
Santa Fe company in a few days.
One of these will he the extension
of the South Plains & Santa Fe,
r
railway from Lubbock, sixty-toumiles to BrownsficM and Seminole.
The other will be the extension of
the North Texas and Santa Fe from
Shattuck, Okla., to Hansford, lex-amiles.
a distance of eighty-tw- o

Soma Hog

Last Saturday A. G. Kenyon shiphead of hogt to tne
ped twenty-on- e
Fort Worth market that topped
in the yards for that day.
everything
It
a .. 4 rraA KmisV fftli klin- Til

MORA

Grabbed Sheriff
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,heToi"ionro;K,,Ac.,oh.a,Con"rr,.;
Proyd June .20. 1,10 the l- a- ol the State

'"huT'on'.hahove

tract, ol
"
.
accented (or less than Three '
tnn.l will t
Land Office, tne
is
which
the ap- - tmns of theof btatt
Dollars ($3.00) per acre,
Public
Lands will offer at
praised value thereof and in addition t lie Public Sale to the highest bidder at 9
A. M., on Wednesday,
February
.
. t.
mcnts on the land at the appraised alue, J
I a n
a. .1
J
in cash or cert.fied exchange at the time
;
of the sale.
...c .o.,w.,.
The above sale of lands will he subject P'
. ""e, .
noeo
nd condition, vll:
to the following term.
.
r
ne .mce.s.u.
T. 13N., R. 16W., containing . 83.20 acres. .
of Public Lands, or h;. agent,
Commissioner
of the P'i
"k" "h".
holding such sale,
,f
'
'
nffrri-i- l
per cent
by him for the land;
j ;
.merest in sdvance for the balance of such
j1'"'
B. M. of merman.
purchase price; the fees for advertising
'
valued at
L
and appraisement and all costs inciden- SW
529, Lot I.
NW.
1,1 to the sale herein, and each and all
.
I3N., R. 15W., contain ng 416.90
of
said amounts, must be deposited in Sec
land con-v.lon
The
this
"es.
.mprovement.
of
time
the
...sh or certified exchange at
s
and fencing,
of house, barn,
and which said amounts and all of
leet B. M
W50.000
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
on
merchantable
this
timber
land, valued
of New Mexico if the successful hidder doesl"'
:
.,i-'.5not execute a contract within thirty days
b.d on the above described tracts of
after it has been mailed to him by thej,
accepted for less than ThreeSlate l.aml Officc,. said contract to provide
Dollars
,
($3.00) per acre, which
i
is the apfor .the nav
...
nf land in
"i.e.!
i.rreo. aim in houii..'..
vaiur
I
....
.Z.. J,:.i.
the successful bidder must pay for the
i
and the timber on the land
est. on all deferred payment, at the rate pro.ements
value, in cash or
o( four per cent per annum, in advance, J' the appraised
and interest due on October
of lands will be subject
The
sale
above
of each year, and surh other condition.,
the following terms and conditions, viz:
.n.t ,rm a miv
The successful bidder must pay to Ihe Com- r'mi.reil hv Itw
I
P""1'1 Lands or hi. agent
The ( rn missioner of Ti.hlic Lands of N
of the pnre
.ale,
,,r hi.
l..,i,.
,..! h..1.lin such .ale. holding .ueh
Y
"m for the land: 4 per cent
Ihe right to reject any an.l all
.... .
....
...
1'ossession
t:nl r
bids o'f reel at s ti.l sale.
Ihe fees for advert. sing and
eonlr- .- ls ol sale lor the above des ribed purchase price;and all
the
to
incidental
costs
ppraisement
tra--tili he
given within thirty days sale
.
.
.....
,
herein, an.l each and all of said amounts,
in
or
cash
certified
be
most
dep..sile.l
official
seal
and
the
Witness my hand
the tme of sale, an.l which said
l and Office this lSlh day of change athe Stat
amounts and all of them are subject to
a
t ....!.-- .
iot
' '
'' NolVr.
il
to
the State of New Mexico f
lire
P KRVIKN
SUCCeSSflll
C
hi'McT doCS not CXCCUtC
I ntids
r...n.;.i,,,i,.r nfnfI'ol.lie
within
contract
New Mexico.
thirty days after it
State
i!rd in n:Ti liv tlir State T.ati'l
h,
l o
l
I'ubli. ation Dec. 22. V16.
said
fur tlie pay- con
'Office,
Tact to
h
Ma
I'ubli.al
merit ff the halariT of llie ptirrha? price!
sail-of lair! in thirty rual, an-- .
trart
I'tf
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
nual pnyitimlB,
with interests on all dc- ft rrcil
p. ynicnts at trie rate of four
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
rent per annum, in ft'lvanre, payments ami
PUBLIC LAND SALE
'interest due on October 1st of ea li year,
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NORA E. SUMMERS
NOTARY PUBLIC
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F. MURRAY, M. D.

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.
CITY PHYSICIAN
X- - RAY
Phono 233.
Office f irst Door West of Postoffio
Now Maxico.
Santa Fa,
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KNAPP, M. D.

DAVID

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.
Lincoln At, Opposite Kay' Thoater
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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GRANT
Another Big Mining Deal.
nf the
Tlic tliirrl hiff mitvnor
in tlie Steeplcrock district w.'s
Gem-ore- .
jfsr
when
closed tlie past week,
F.
T'tler,
snperintfiident of the
Georrre H. Utter mining prnpcrt;es
the
in that distric.N consummated
sr.lt ff the Ncv Year's G:ft prrottp
of c'ainis. owned bv his father, the
STI.nnn
The
consideration
of
purchaser was G. A.withWhi'efnrd.
other capLos Anselcs, who
italists, recently took over the Tim,
croup of mining cla:msj
in the same district.
are:
The New Year's Gift claims are
and silver properties and
g'if
afteadv extensively developed, there
bein c 'KlC.0 feet, of shafts on rhe
claims. Tt ;s the purpose of the newi
place the pro- -,
owner to
basis.
prrties on a
In negotiatinf? the sale of the claims
F. utter,
Georce
above mentioned,
has shown that he possesses some of
the genious of his father, who has
taken a place a one of the rnost
brokers tn the,
successful rnin-ntWest through the sale in the past
of the most!
some
of
several years
valuable mining properties in the
Southwest, the mines in every disbeing properties either
covered and developed by h:m, or
else purchased and then resold, after
ertensive examination had proved!
Ht-a- l

PiU

e

?

ce

their worth.

LINCOLN

Crop Worth More Than Farm.
W. H. Cope'and,
of the Angus
was in Capitan
commnunity,
'arj
Saturday. He stated that his bean
crop the present year made 30000
pounds of merchantable beans which
He ;
lie sold for 6cts per pound.
also sa;d that he has sold more thani
$1700 worth of stuff raised on hisj
.

jflcrrp Cljristums!
The Spirit of ChrLstmas Is iricikln
this ChrlstUm kind of ours.

Men. women and cliiklrcn are
thought to plans for making others happy on
Christmas Day.
Some will make costly ifts; some will f'ive
little remembrances. Inexpensive, but rich in
genuine Good Will; some will send written
messages of loving thoughts; and many, very
many will send the spoken word over the
Telephone lines.
While homes resound with Chrlsfmas merriment and the very atmosphere is charged
with, Good Will to Men, the Telephone Operator
will be at her lonely post, connecting the lines
that will carry glad voices to distant friends.
Her duty Is to serve, and right gladly does
she perform her tasks, even while others are
making festive holiday.
And you who use the Telephone on Christmas Day will detect In the operator's cheery
"Number please," the notes of the "Merry
Christmas" which we wish for all our patrons.
The-

and Telegraph Company
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l is l.m'I.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
S.ilc x... 5.15, svvjijXw-4- .
T. 1HN'.. li. dlC, coniinini: l.o trrcs.
PUBLIC LAND SLE
n on thi, land
Tli'tr are tn imumvemettt
dest ribed tracts will
COLFAX COUNTY.
K,i h of the ab-vhv ottert d sr pnraU-lyNo bi.l- on the shove described trars nf Office of the Commissioner of Public Lsndi
Santi Kc, New Mexico. November 29, 1916.
will be accepted for Iras than Three
p- .Notice is hereby given that pursuant n
Dollars (W.tiO) pn sere, which is the
ne
ap
value
thereof.
provinonr ol an Act ot
praised
1W0 and the laws of th
saL of lands will be iubjrct .
above
The
of New Mexico, and the rules and
j
Stale
to the Mlowinc terms and conditions, vif
regu.ations of the State Land Ofiice, the
The successful bidder must pay to the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his tirent Public Sale, to the highest bidder at 9 o'clockb
of the price A.
holding surh sale,
on
M.,
February 20, 1V16, in thc
Tuesday,
4
cent
offered by him lor the land;
per
of Colfax, State
town of Raton,
interest in advance for the balance of tuch of New Mexico County
in front of the court
fees
for
advertising house therein, the following described tracts
purchase price; the
and appraisement and all costs inciden- of land, via:
tal to the sale herein, and each and all
Sale No. 530, WWH, NEKSW
Stc,
of said amounts, must be deposited in 8 T. 23N.V R. 24E.,
containing 200 acrts.
cash or certified exchange at the time of There are no improvements
land.
on
this
sale, and which said amounts and all of
No bid on the above described tract will
them are subject to forfeiture to the State be
for less than $5.00 per acre,
of New Mexico if the successful bidder does whichaccepted
is the appraised value thereof.
not execute a contract within thirty days The above sale
of Unas will be subject
after it has bees, mailed to him by the to the foUowing terms and conditions,
vis
State' Land Office, said contract to provide Tne successful bidder must pay to the
for the payment of the balance of the wissioner of Public Lands, or his ageat
h
of the price
purchase price of said tract of land in holding such sale,
thirty equal, annual payments, with inter- offered by him foe the land; 4 oer cent in
est on all deferred payments at the rate terest in advance tor the balan.
if sucr
of four per cent per annum, in advance, purchase price; the feea for ad vert i stag and
payments and interest due on October 1st appraisement and all coats incidental to the
of each year, and such other con lit ions, ssle herein,
and each and all of said
obligations, reservations and terms as may amovnts, must be deposited in cash or cer
be reunited by law.
t.fied exchange at the time of sale, ami
aid amounts and all of them arc
Ccmniitsiotier of Public Lands of Newi which
Mrxis, or his agent holding such sate. subject to forfeiture to the State of New
e.

New

I.an

EDWARDS & M'FIE
Santa Fe, Nuevo Maxico.

M'FIE,

M

Abogados en ley
Oficina
En la rsquina de las Avenidss
Palace y Washington.

Cirugia y
Enfermedaclea da
Senoras.

s.c

lE

J"

txe
reserves the ripht to rejTt any and allMr,c " r sucessful bidder does not
cet"U wuhin
thirty days aft-- r r
st said sale, powssion tnder'"
him by the Mate Laa.
aalr for the shove 1ecrihed
to provide for the pay
trarts wil be given within thirty days re. u of thecontract
balance of the purchase
daie of s.ile
frn
M
land
of
in thirty equal annus,
off-iWifne
my bind snd the
n s)l deferfe-oof the S'ate !an
this 15h day T Vmi ni s, atwith interests
Oce
of four per lent pe
the
rate
pavm-ntK1S.
A.
D'crmhrr,
P.,
UnpT. P. FFVTf:V
on tctr.hT 1st ol each Tear, and sue!
I.ti-ICommi!ii"'Tif r of
ihrr
oMiai.otn,
State of New
an terms as may be r.jmre.I hy law.
The Commissioner ol I'.tMic l.an ls of Nev
Mes-co- .
Last Pi'b' cation March 2, 17.
tits
or
aeent hi.ld.ne such ssle, rc
the rieht to reject any and all bid.
srvrs
re-l
said
sale. Possession under coa
at
rf
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
tracts of sale for the ahoye descr.bed traci
NOTICR FOR PUBLICATIO?!
y. .11 he
withia
thirty days alter dat
givra
of sale.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
WiiT.es. my hstio an the official sesl of
the State Land Office this twentj-aistTAOS COUNTY,
.lay ml Noy ember, A. D., 1916.
PoMie
Office
of
LaaHs.
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Contest For Sherif Office.
has
Repubt:can,
Henry Corn
brouuht a '"it in the district court,
Walker
of
election
contesting the
fft"e democrat for sheriff. The petition alleges that 52 illetral votes
were cast for Mr. Hyde, which gave
h:m a mtvnrity.
Spencer, & Merchant of Carriznzo, and Jndee Prirh-arof Sarta Fe. are attorneys for
ff. The rase wi'l prohahly
the t
be
at he spring term of court.
-Capi'sn Mountaineer.
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S. F. Davis has struck water on!
his ranch. The water came up sol
Irgh in the well that it almost over-- i
flowed and the flow in an o'd well
a hundred feet away was greatly in- -

Crept? of Portales,
arid Ed. Patterson of Taiban, while1
here on business, met an old paf of
the railroad construction days, in
Hank Hassan , and wh:'e talking
over old times, in the Hassan carstirprsed
penter shop, they were
and amused to see one of Fort Sumner's wellknown "sports" cranking
up the sheriff's Ford, which had been
left in firr.t of the shop. The sheriff
stepped out and inquired the reason
but the fellow stuttered so that the
officer is still wondering what was
coming off.
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17,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The improvements on this land consist of
trouKhs and piping, value $3(11).
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Sale No. 54.1, All of Sec. 25, T. 6S

New County Talk.
A large crowd of citizens of Roy,
Mills, Solano and Mosquero was EIGHT BIG PAGES FOR LESS THAN 3C PER WEEK
was present at the massmeeting at
the Community hall in Roy Thurs-- j
,
day evening.
Rumors of a proposed new coun- -'
It is understood tnat tne contracts
the
of
STATE RECORD $1.50 A YEAR SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
will call for the completion
roah duntit 1"17. Llovis wews.
chell's ranch were discussed and the
apparent motive behind such proposition was mildly questioned. It did PUBLISHED FRIDAY OP EACH WEEK AT THE CAPITAL
EDDY
not meet with an enthusiastic ap- -,
proval and an organization was effected to investigate the matter and,
if necessary, to put a fight for the
More White Faced Heifer
CO.
STATE PUBLISHING
PUBLISHERS.
right k:nd of new county.
-'
from
was
cnairD.
M.
made
Dr.
Cal Sharp returned yesterday
fjibbs
a business trip to Roswcll, bringing man and W. G. Johnson, secretary
with him thirty head of fine white and R. E. Alldredge, treasurer. Koy
GENERAL STATE NEWS STATE SOCIETY NEWS
faced, three year old heifers, which
he bought while there. We understand that he paid about $60.
Find Freak Well
Lakewood Progress.
STATE POLITICS NEWS
OFFICIAL STATE NEWS
Spanish-America-

SPCIAXC7
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lylo, in the town ol Socorro, County of
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tbc court bouse therein, tbc following described tracts of land, vis:
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whose crons thev nrev unon and.sww occ. I, Ju ol sees, t, i, 4, s, e,
2U,
21,1
17,
15,
13, 14,
16,
11,
U,
their shipment to the east is a great
K. 11W., containing 26.452.7S
the
meat acres.T. SS.,
help toward relieving
Ihe ituprovements on tnc above
shortage and high prices now pre- desenbed tract ol land consist of cabins,
corrals, wells, windmills, tanks, and fencvailing there.
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m.v.v
.v
rtred ai:d fifty pounds each, tome
few of then weighing five hundred
and none of them under four hun
dred. He received ten dollar! and
ten cents pet hundred for them, or
about forty-fiv- e
dollars and forty-fiv- e
cents each; or nine hundred and
cents
fifty four dollars and forty-fiv- e
head. Por-t'lgross for the twenty-on- e
News.
i
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law
regaiation ol tne (Mat Load
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Commissioner of Public Lands fjine,
at Public Sale to the highest bidder al J
o'clock A. M., on Wedhuday, March Mtb,
EYESIGHT
1917, in the town of Taua, County ol Too,
State of New Mexico, ia 'treat of the aoari
house therein, the following- described tract
of land vis:
Sale No. 511, SWM Seel JS, T. SFf X.
R. WRISHT
HE., conlainiog 160 acrci. There are ao EDWARD
on this land.
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s m i
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E'XSEU Sec. 20. NK See. 21. NVVIa flee. 22.
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of Sees. 8, 9, 10, WV5 Sec. 14, All of Sees. 15,
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Serious Auto Accident.
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FIJENSE EN ESTO
reciblr
Acabamos de
nuestro surtido decalzada
de otono y invierno para
hombres y senoras, tam-bi- en
500 pares de calzado
de ninos y ninas para la
escuela calzado fuert
y
bueno, el cua! ofreceraos
a nuestras p.-rKn os
comodos.
precios
3j

Es nuestro placer
nuestro calzado, y
lo
por tanto cuando Vds.
vengan a la ciudad haga-no- s
una visita y quedaran
satisfecho3, que e el lu
gar en donde pueden
su cnlzado con mas
proportion que en otro
en-sen- ar

con-seg-

lugar.

Deleado Shoe Co.
Calle San Francisco
Sana Fe, Nuevo Mexico
oooaooooooeooooeoooaoooeos.

By MARY

A thrilling myslery story about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him tofind it again
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Perhaps no other career tests tne quality or womanhood so re- lentlessly as trained i.ursing. It calls for many qualities, spiritual and
physical. The reward is not large, and while many seek them, but few
are able to win the big prizes the service offers. Sidney Page, age
eighteen, Is taken in nt the hospital as a probation nurse through the
influence of young D.. Max Wilson. The Pages Sidney, her semi-'- .
Invalid mother and hr Aunt Harriet had taken in K. LeMoyne, a
strange young man, d a roomer in order to help meet expenses. He's
very mysterious but r.harming, and Joe Drummond, Sidney's high-- "
school sweetheart, tiecomes violently jealous.
Immediately Sidney
enters hospital servtcr her threads of life begin to tangle. You get
first sig.t of this in tne installment printed here.
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"You are charged with not having a
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motorist.
"Guilty, your honor," answered the
motorist, briefly. "How much?"
But the judge could not resist the
temptation to deliver a short lecture.
"Don't you know," he said, "that It
The shudow of the treebox moved
Is very dangerous for you to go about
at night without a tail light?"
quickly away.
Wilson smiled after him in the dark
"Certainly."
ness.
"Then I hope you won't be guilty of
"That you, Joe?" he culled.
such an offense aguln."
But the boy went on.
"So do I, but It is liable to happen."
"Well, sir, why?"
"Because, In the first place, I'm rathSidney entered the hospital as a probationer early In August. Christine er forgetful and In the second place, I
was to be married In September to don't happen to be a lightning bug."
Pulmer Howe, and, with Harriet and
A Cryptic Message.
K. In the house, she felt thut she could
"Henry," said Mrs. Gadspur, sternly,
sufely leuve her mother.
The balcony outside the parlor was "here Is a note addressed to you. I
"So she's going to marry that old
already under way. On the night be took the liberty of opening It."
millionaire. Why he has one foot Iv
"Y'es, my dear."
fore she went away Sidney took chairs
grave. What Is her reason?"
out there nnd sat with her mother un
"Itiuerely contulns the numeral 9 the"That
foot."
til the dew drove Anna to the lamp followed by the letters, P. G. S. O. P,
In the sewing room and ber "Dally Now, I wnnt to know whut Is the
So He Thinks.
meaning of this."
Thoughts" reading.
There never was a stuck-u- p
man
If
must
dear,
know,
you
my
"Well,
So homely, it is said,
Sidney sat alone nnd viewed her
o'clock.
means
'9
note
the
But
thinks
merely
he as a masher can
world from this new nnd plea?nt
old place.' And,
Crush any woman "dead."
angle. She could see the garden nnd Poker game. Same
of course, I huve na Intention of being
His Awful Blunder.
there."
Singleton Doctor Pillnmn Is cer
man )
talnly the most
Atmosphere of Gloom.
"Let's go into this restuurnnt A ever met.
Wederly Is thut so?
sign In the window reads, 'Tipping
not permitted.' "
Singleton Yes ; he was married yes
"No. I'd rather go where tipping Is terday and during the ceremony wheD
he should have placed the ring on the
allowed."
bride's finger he uctuully felt her pulse
"But why?"
"I like to see bright nnd cheerful and asked her to put out her tongue.
Wederly Poor fellow! I'll bet that
faces, even among wuiters. The waiters in a tipless restaurant look as if Is the last time he'll ever ask her tc
put out her tongue.
they had nothing to live for."
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Distance in the Country.
"How fur Is it to Williams' mill?"
asked the motor tourist.
"'Bout a quarter," answered the old
farmer.
"But I've been traveling nt good
speed for the past half hour and the
last person I asked told me It was
bout n quarter."
"Well, stranger, that's right. Iff
'bout a quarter."
Getting His Money's Worth.
Parker Windham seems to be en
joying the fortune his aunt lefc him,
doesn't he?
Hnrker Enjoying ltl Why, I un
derstood he lost It nil in a wheat deal
a couple of months ago.
Parker So he did ; but It has sup
plied him with a
topic for
conversation ever since.
never-fallin-

g

A Last Risort.
"It Is hard for t. man to remain
cheerful when he sec the price of everything going up."
'Surely there an. some exceptions
to the geenrul tenduiey?"
'Well, I understuid certain brands
of pills are selling for the same old
price, but I have tc be extremely pessimistic before I'll take a pill,"

I

'Yes ; I served In de unuy t'er four
years.
'An' wuz yeh honorably discharg
ed?"
"Discharged? Well, I should say not
I up en quit ou me own hook."

Just Sol
When a yiting man proposes
To a maiden. If she's game,
And he has a lot of money,
She will gladly change her name.

ROADS
RAISE

tall light," said the magistrate to the

CHAPTER VII.
the oven of the kitchen stove sat her
two small white shoes, stuffed with pa
Sidney nnd K. Le Moyne were dinper so that they might dry in shape ing together at the White Springs ho"Tired?" He adopted Hie gentle,
tend T tmu; Unit made inosl wom- Hack In a detached laundry, n sympa tel. The novelty of the experience laid
thetic maid was Ironing various soft made her eyes shine like stars. She
en Ids f'.aves.
white garments, and singing as she saw only the magnolia tree shaped like
."A little. II is
worked.
a heart, the terrace edged with low
'What nre you going to do
Sidney sat In n rocking chair in
Any lectures?"
shrubbery, and beyond the faint gleam
"Lectures lire over for the summer. nut bedroom. She was carefully that was the river. The unshaded glare
I shall kip In prayers, mid idler tliat swathed In a sheet from neck to Iocs, of the lights behind her in the house
to i he roof fur air."
except for her arms, and she was being was eclipsed by the crescent edge of
the rising moon. Dinner was over. Sid"CVi't yiui lake a !itt'o ride (nniglit as philosophic as possible.
.Someone tupped lightly at the door,
mid coid off? I'll luive tin- car wherever
ney was experiencing the rare treat
r
Its be Moyne. Are you all rigid?" of
coffee.
you .say. A ride and wane supper
Le Moyne, grave and contained, sat
How si lipid it must lie
low dues It sound? Von 'mill get
for you !"
across from her. To give so much
away ul seven "
"I'm doing very well. The maid will pleasure, and so easily
How young
"Miss iirrgn is coming!"
Willi an Impassive lace, 1'ie glr soon he ready. What shall I order for she was, and radiant! No wonder the
turned away. Tin; workers of Hie up supper?"
hoy was mad about her. She fairly
held out her arms to life.
"Anything. I'm starving."
erullug room surged between Ihem
"I think your shoes have shrunk."
Another
All, that was too had !
Hut lie mis clever Willi the tulli of
"Flatterer:" She laughed, "(loawny lable was being brought ; they were not
the pursuing male. Kyes of all on him
tie turned at the door of Hie wardrobe and order supper. And I can see fresh to be alone. But what roused In him
violent resentment only appealed to
room and spoke to her over Ilie bends lettuce. Shall we have a salad?"
K. Lo Moyne slood for u moment in Sidney's curiosity.
of u dozen anises.
Carlotta Harrison enme out alone.
"That patient's address thai I l:ad front of the closed door, for (lie mere
forgotten, Miss Hiirnsuji, is the cor sound of her moving, beyond It. Things Although the tupping of her heels was
tier of Hie Pink and KllinuUni nveiiue.' had gone very far with the I'ages' dulled by the grass, although she had
roomer that day in Hie country; not exchanged her cup for (he black hat,
"Thank you."
She played (he came well, was Ciiitc so far as thvy were lo go, but far Sidney knew her at once. A sort of
culm, lie admired hor coolness. Cer enough to let him see on the brink of thrill ran over her. It was the pretty
nurse from Doctor Wilson's ofllce. Was
misery he slood.
talnly she was pretty, and C'Tlaliily, what could
lie
not go away. He had prom- it possible hut of course not! The
too. she was interested In him. lie
wont whist ling into the v drola ised her to slay: lie was needed. He book of rules slated explicitly that such
room. As lie turned he caught Hie In thought he could have eijdured seeing things were forbidden.
ternes eye. mid there passed between her marry Joe, had she cared for the "Don't turn around," she said swifthoy. That way, at least, lay safely for ly. "It is the Miss Harrison I told you
them n glance of complete cumprehei
her. The hoy had fidelity and devotion uliout. She Is looking ut us."
Blon. The interne grinned.
Curlotta's eyes were blinded for a
The loom was not empty. His broth- written large over him. Hut tills new
er was fhere, listening to the t uneiils complication her romantic interest in moment by the glare of the house
Wilson, the surgeon's reciprocal Inter- lights. Then she sat up, her eyes on
of O'Hnra, Ilis friendly rival.
In her, with what lie knew of the Le Mo.vne's grave profile turned to"Good work, hoy!" said O'ilarn, and est
nmn inude him cjnull.
ward the valley. Lucky for her that
on
bis
u
shoulder.
bund
hairy
clapped
"That hist case was n wonder. I'm case to (he top of the narrow stair- Wilson had stopped In the liar, that
the foot, mid ho hud lived n Sidney's instinctive good milliners forliroud of you, und your brother here
At the foot, however, bade her staring, that only the edge of
Is indecently exulted. It was the l)d year's torment
he was startled out of his reverie. Joe the summer moon shone through the She Went White and Clutched the
wurdes uielhiid. wasn't II? I saw It
Edge of the Table.
Drummond stood (here wulting for trees. She went white and clutched
done lit his clinic In New York."
him, liis blue eyes recklessly iilighl,
the
of
the
her
with
table,
eyes
edge
the
fence with Its mom
whitewashed
"Uln'i you liked It. Yes. Kdwnrdos
"You you dog!" said Joe.
closed. That gave her quick brain a ing glories, and at the same time, by
A (iieat
Wis it pal of mine in
There were people in the hotel par- chance. It was madness, June madturning her bend, view the Wilsoc
burgeon, loo, ioor old chap!"
lor. Le Moyne took the frenzied hoy ness. She was always seeing him, even house across the Street.
She looked
"There nivu'l ibree men in the mini by (lie elbow
and led liiin past the in her dreams. This man was older, mostly at the Wilson house.
try with the nerve and the hand for P.' door lo the empty noreh.
much older. She looked again.
In his
K. Le Moyne was
O'jT.ii.i went out, glowing illl bis
She hud not been mistaken. Here, room. She could hearupstairs
"Now," he said, "if you will keep
him trumping
own toagminiiiiily. Doctor Kd slood by
nil
Le
voice
these
months
and
I'll
K,
ufter
to
your
down,
listen
what
up and down, and cutch, occasionally
und waited while his broiler got lido you have lo
Moyne, quite unconscious of her pres- the bitter-swee- t
say."
odor of his old brlei
He was rallicr Silent.
Ills clothes.
"You know what I've got to say."
ence, looked down Into the valley.
'J'here were many times when lie
Thin failing to draw from K. Le
Wilson appeared on the wooden pipt.
wished that their mother could have Moyne any
thing but ids steady glance, porch above the terrace, and stood, his
lived to see how- he had carried out Joe
t
his arm free and clenched eyes searching the
for her,
jerked
What sort of disgrace is K.
Ids promise In "make u man of Max." his list.
came down to her, the man at the
If
he
Sometimes he wondered v. hut she
LeMoyne trying to live down?
"What did you bring her out here next table might turn, would see her
A
A theft?
Would think of his own untidy methods
Wife desertion?
She rose and went swiftly back to
for?"
compared with Max's exIriiMigiml orbetrayal? Or would you say he
T do not know (hat I owe vou
ward the hotel. All the gayety was
any
has been disappointed in love?
der of the hag, for Instance, wilh the explanation, but I am
willing to give gone out ot tile evening tor her, but
clog's collar in it, and other things. On you one. I
her out here for a she forced u lightness she did not feel:
brought
these occasions he always determined
"It is so durk und depressing out
trolley ride und n picnic luncheon,
(TO HE CONTINUED.)
to clenr out the hag.
He was sorry for the boy. Life not there It makes me sud."
"I guess I'll be getting hlong," he
having been all boor and skittles to
"Surely you do not want to dine In CHILDREN'S WORK AT HOME
mild. 'Will you be home for dinner?"
the house?"
him, he knew that Joe was suffering,
"I think not. I'll I'm going lo run und was
"Do you mind?"
marvelously patieut with him,
Well That They Should Be Given Reout of town, und eat where It's cool."
"Y'our wish Is my law tonight," he
"Where is she now ?"
'The Street was notoriously lint In
sponsibilities Suitable to Their
'.She hud the misfortune to fall in said softly.
summer.
Age and Physical Strength.
After nil, the evening was a disapthe river. She Is upstairs." And, see
"There's a roast of beef, li's h pity ing tlu,' light of unbelief in Joe's
to
The
him.
had
spontaneity
eyes: pointment
A home that Is a home Is the result
to cook H roast for one."
It you care to make a tour of invest! gone out of it, for some reason. The of the combined efforts und
good wlli
Wasteful, too, this cooking rf food
to
his glance of those who dwell
you will Und that I am entire girl who had thrilled
wlthli
together
for two and only one to eat It. A roast gallon,
'
In
his
whose
those two mornings
otllce,
ly truthful. In the laundry u maid
enter
the house. In this
"She is engaged to me" doggedly somber eyes had met his, fire for fire,
none should be deprived of th
prise
"Kverybody in the neighborhood knows across the operating room, was not benefit which comes from currying reit, and yet you bring her out here for n playing up. She sat hack in her chair,
sponsibility and contributing to th
picnic! It's it's damned rotten treat- eating little, stiirtiug at every step. Her general good.
Hence, every chilli
ment."
eyes, which by every rule of the game should be
duties to perform ir
Ills list had unclenched. Before K, should have been gazing into his, were that home given
us well ns privileges to
I.e Jlojne s eyes his own fell. He felt fixed on the oilcloth-coverepassage
It Is doubtful if a child should
suddenly young und futile; his just outside the door.
be
for performing his share ol
"I think, ufter all, you are fright- the paid
rage turned to blustering in his eurs.
home duties. Kach child should
i uon i Know- - wnere you came ened !"
enre for his own room nnd should dc
"Terribly."
from," he said, "but' around here de- this
nt the
time. Cer
"A little danger adds to the zest of tain properlyhousehold right
ent men cut out when a girl's en
or farm taskf
other
Yrou
know
what
Nietzsche
things.
says should be allotted to him not tasks
gaged."
"I see!"
ubout that."
thut will delay him in starting tc
not
am
fond
of
s
"I
Nietzsche."
Then school, not those that will
hat
more, what do we know
exhaust
an
effort: "What does he say?" him nt
about you? You may be all right, hut with
night, or those too heavy foi
"
'Two things are wanted by the ids Immature body, but such work at
how do I know it? You got her Into
true man danger and play. Therefore is reasonable In kind und
trouble and I'll kill you!"
quantity
It took courage, that speech, with K, he seeketh woman as the most dnn- should he given to him from his enrli-esLe Moyne towering live inches above gerous of toys.' "
More
and
boys
years.
girls are II
him and growing a little white about
"Women nre dangerous only when danger of having too little to do tc
the lips.
you think of them as toys. When a the modern home than too much.
"Are you going to say all these things man finds that a woman can reason
Setting tables, washing dishes, cardo anything but feel he regards her ing for the "sitting room," feedinj
to Sidney?
"I am. And I inn going to find out us a menace. But the reasoning wom chickens, sweeping porches and walki
an Is really less dungerous than the are all tasks within the strength ol
why you were upstairs Just now."
other sort."
the little school girl, and a boy wht
Perhaps never in his twenty-twThis was more like the real thing. always sees that the woodbox Is filled
years had young Drmaniond been so
careful
talk
abstractions
To
near n thrashing.
like
this, the kindling split, the snow shoveled
Fury that he was
ashamed of shook l,e Moyne.
For with benenth each abstraction Its con- from the path and certain barn duties
cealed
to
talk of are done will be a more trustworthy
personal application,
very fear of himself, he thrust his
hands in the pockets of his Norfolk woman and look In her eyes, to discuss citizen In later years than the boy foi
new
coat.
philosophies with their freedoms, whom all things are done and whe
"Very well," he said. "You go to her to discard old creeds and old morali does for no one. From the Federal
with just one of these ugly Insinua- ties that was his game. Wilson be Bureau of Education.
tions, und I'll take mighty good care came content. Interested again. The girl
She challenged
thut you are sorry for It If you are was
The Perfect Motor.
Willis Too bad about Bump. He
"Cant You Take a Little Ride To- - going to behave like a bad child, you his philosophy and gave him a chance
deserve a licking, and I'll give. It to to defend It With the conviction, as has had his new car only a week and
night?"
their meal went on, that Le Moyne in that time it hasn't broken down ot
you."
An overflow from the parlor poured nnd his companion must surely have
of beef meant a visit. In Doctor Ed's
once, has run like a clock
snodest-pnyinclientele. lie still paid out on the porch. Le Moyne had got gone, she gained ease.
and hasn't used any more gasoline than
the expenses of the house on the Street. himself in hand somewhat lie was
It was only by wild driving that she the catalogue said it would.
"Sorry, old man ; I've made another still angry, but the look lo Joe's eye got back to the hospital by ten o'clock.
Gillis Why too had, then?
startled him. lie put a band on the
Wilson left her at the corner, well
arrangement."
Willis The company has started
loft
the
As
content
himself.
with
shoulder.
he
They
hospital together. boy's
drove up suit to get it away from him.
man
the
received
old
he
"You're
across
Street
the
younger
at the
Everywhere
wrong,
glanced
man," he said.
Gillis On what grounds?
the homage of success. The levator "Y'ou're insulting the girl you care for Page house. Sidney was there on the
Willis They claim they gave him a
anna bowed and flung the doors open, by the things you are thinking. And, doorstep, talking to a tall man who demonstrator's car by mistake. Judge.
with a smile; the pharmacy clerk, the if it's any comfort to you, I have no stood below and looked up at her.
doorkeeper, even the convalescent pa- intention of Interfering in any way. Wilson settled his tie, in the darkness.
War and Peace.
tient who was polishing the great brass 'ou can count me out It's between Sidney was a mighty pretty girl. The
Pence is the crown of civilization.
DocJune night was in his blood. He was The assurance of a permanent and
you and her."
tjor.rjlate. tendered their tribute.
tor Ed looked neither to rijiLt nor left
Joe picked his straw hat from a sorry he had not kissed Carlotta good
peace among the nations of the
chair and stood turning it in his bands. night He rather thought now he just
would be tne greatest blessing
world
!
"Even If yon don't care for her. how looked back, she had expected it
Sidney, after ber Involuntary bath In
ever conferred on mankind. Justice
I
I
the river, had gone Into tempotary do I know she Isn't crazy about your
As he got out of his car at the curb, la the
parent of peace. War Its arch
a
M11V- - ItM
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j
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THE VERY REASON.

TWO REASONS FOR OMISSION.

ROBERTS

"She sends you notes to MeKees'."
"Just to el r the air. I'll Hhow it to
you. It's no breach of confidence. It's
about the hospital."
Into the breast pocket of his coat he
dived and brought up u wallet. The
wallet hail had u name on It in gilt letters tlmt had been curefully scraped
off. But Joe did not wait to see tin-nte.
"Oh, damn the hospital !" he said
and wnt swiftly down the steps and
Into the gutlieriug twilight of the June

GOOD
JOKES

Quiet Enjoyment.
"Didn't you tell me thut Dubwalte
was an entertaining conversationalObeying Orders.
'The fact that you owe me $100 ist?"
doesn't seem to trouble you in the
T did."
least."
'Y'et, he never talks about anything
T don't dare to let it trouble me."
but himself."
'Why not?"
'Exactly. And there Is nothing I
'Doctor's orders. He told me not to enjoy more than laughing In my
sleeve."
worry.

FUNDS

FOR HIGHWAYS

Important Saving Effected by Issuing
Good Road Bonds on Deferred
Retirement Plan.
(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)

People of a county intending to
raise funds for highway Improvement
would do well to consider the advantages to them of the deferred serial
plan over the ordinary sinking-funbonds. Unplan of retiring long-terder the serial plan, a certain amount
of bonds Is retired each year and the
bonds so retired cease to be an Interest charge on the community. Under the sinking-funplan none of the
bonds Is ret ruble until the end of a
definite period, and the entire sum
raised bears Interest for the entire
life of the bond. The county, therefore, pays interest on the money so
borrowed and In addition sets aside
each year as a sinking fund an amount
sufficient to retire all the bonds when
they become due. The sinking fund
is deposited with banks and earns
some interest.
This Interest ordi
narily is only three per cent, whereas
the county has to pay five or six pei
cent to its bondholders. The serial
plan Is a much cheaper method of
raising money for road Improvement,
even when the sinking fund earns in
terest as high as four per cent, and
in the opinion of the road specialists
of the department should be utilized
whenever it is possible to market se
rial bonds.
In a study of the road bond issues
of several counties, J. E. Penny-backand M. O. Eldrldge of the division of road economics, ofllce of public
roads and rural engineering, found
that the serial plan, if It had been
adopted by several counties, would
have saved the taxpayers In one
county $154,269, In another county
$80,702, nnd in a third county $65,367
over the other plan with a sinking
fund bearing interest at three per
cent. With a sinking fund earning four per cent, the saving
would have run as high as $72,288
In one of these counties. These conclusions appear in the recently published Department Bulletin 393, Economic Surveys of County Highway Improvement.
The following concrete examples
are taken from this bulletin:
"In Dallas County, Ala., the bonds
amounted to $350,000, payable In 30
years at Ave per cent. Assuming the
sinking fund to bear three per cent interest, as set forth In the chapter on
Dallas county, the total financial burden to the county for interest and the
liquidation of the bonds during the
period will be $745,702.80. An
equal amount of bonds at the same
rate of Interest, If Issued under the
deferred serial bond method, with the
first bonds payable six years from the
date of issuance and an equal amount
payable each year thereafter for 24
years, would cost the county at the
end of 30 years $065,000, or a difference, as compared with the sinking-fun- d
method, of $80,702. If four per
cent could be realized on the sinking
fund instead of three per cent, the
saving for the deferred serial plan
over the sinking-funplan would still
be $47,216.
"Lauderdale
county, Mississippi,
which issued $500,000 of five and five
and
per cent bonds, adopted the deferred serial-bonmethod,
with the first payment coming 11 years
from the date of issue and the last
payment 25 years. If the county had
basis
issued the bonds on the
the cost would have been $906,875, as
compared with the cost of the basis
adopted of $972,232, or a difference
of $65,367."
Even In the case of a small issue
the advantage of the serial plan Is
illustrated In Dinwiddle County, Virginia. This county issued $105,000 of
five and six per cent bonds, payable In
30 years, but the bonds are callable
after 20 years. Assuming that they
will be retired at the end of 25 years
on the sinking-funplan, with Interest on sinking fund at four per cent
the total cost would be $218,031,
whereas If they had adopted the
serial method the cost would be
$201,100, or a difference of $16,931.
d
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one-ha- lf

Doubtful Use.
Up Against It
Little Lemuel Say, paw, what good
Mrs. Justwed Tom, the cook wants
nre rich relations, anyway?
another afternoon off.
raw Oh, they are all right when
Mr. Justwed
Well, If she can show
you wnnt to point to something with you where there are eight afternoon;
out pride.
In a week, give It to her.
Asking Too Much.
Just met a man who con
fessed that he hadn't been home In ten
T linve

years until quite recently."
"He ought to he ashamed of him
self."
It wasn't altogether his fault."
No?"

He says his home was three days'
Journey from the model prison where
he was confined and the wnrden sim
ply wouldn't stnnd for his being out of
his cell over night."

d

City Songs.
This writer compares a great city
to a siren, singing songs that lure men
to ruin."
"I think he exaggerates a trifle."
"Why so?"
"For the simple reason that I can't
conceive of ragtime airs being able
"How have you managed to keep
lo lure any person of ordinary intelli
your same cook for so long?"
gence tj his ruin."
"I learned the dishes she likes and
those are the ones we have steadily."
Artless Art
"It strikes me," said the critic, "that
Ever Notice?
you nre inclined to discourage art"
A little widow.
"That's right," rejoined the "movie"
Now
and then.
"I find it pays better to
director.
Can hypnotize
give the people what they want."
The smartest men.
Never a Smirk.
Comparison.
"A parson," remarked the Cheerful
"What have we here?"
"A trained chimpanzee."
Idiot, "is a good deal like a retired
"He's almost human, Isn't he?"
prize fighter."
"Come on with the explanation,"
"In some respects he's an Improvesaid the dense party.
ment on the average actor. He seems
are
both
"They
you quite oblivious of a box full of debuknow," rejoined the C L
tantes."
Busy While Awake.

An After Thought
"I told Mr. Thlckwitz that his baby
of the time;
looked like him."
s
t
Harker
"Of course, he was pleased."
Parker Yes; they sleep about eight
"Immensely. He didn't hear me add :
hours out of the twenty-fou'Poor little devil,' under my breath."

Parker Naggs and his wife quarrel

REMOVE STUMPS FROM FIELD
They Take Up Valuable Room and
Make Work More Difficult for
Both Man and Animal.

If you have stumps in your fields

that

you have been plowing around
for years, determine to get them out
of the way this winter. They make
It harder for man and animal working
in the field, and take up valuable
room.
Work for Hired Man.
The hired man who Is worth anything prefers to work where the business is well planned and definitely
worked out

Methods In Disrepute.
Slipshod, haphazard, general farming Is In disrepute and the day of scientific and specialized effort has
come to stay.

two-third- s

Two-third-

-

r.

Those Defective "Specs."
"Who is your learned friend?"
"The man with the
specUcIes?"
"Yes."
"Just to show you that you never
can tell, he's a dancing master."
black-rimme- d

Leaves of All She Can.
"All women think about Is some
thing to put on their backs," remarked
'
the cynic,
"You are mistaken there."
"Show me one who doesn't"
"Well, there's a certain type of dan
cer. If she had to cover np her back
she would die of chagrin."

Spending $280,000,000.
The 48 states are now spending
$280,000,000 a year on good roads.
Valuable Meal for Feed.
Wastes at fish canneries can be
turned into a valuable fish meal for
feeding cattle and poultry, according
to the department of agriculture, .
Supply Fresh Water.
Be sure to keep plenty of fresh water before the hens. A great amount
of water la used to form the egg.

Rather a Nuisance.
"Are there any Zouaves fighting In
the European war?"
A Clever Young Woman.
"I presume so. Why do you ask?"
"How did you get him to propose?"
One Great Obstacle.
"I was Just thinking they must catch
The greatest obstacle in the path of
"I told him that the hammock
their baggy trousers dreadfully on wouldn't hold two, and he said that In improvement along agricultural lines
those barbed wire entanglements."
that case we would have Ul be one." vs. the habit ot not thinking.

r
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IfiTOMnONAL

SUNMSOIOOL
LESSON
(By B. O. SELLERS. Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course In the Hood)
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1911, Western Newspaper Union.)

LESSON FOR DECEMBER
CHRIST'S

AND

COMING

31

COMING

TO CHRIST (REVIEW).

CADDY'S EVENING,

y

FAIRf

TALE

&

CABINET FOR IRONING BOARD
Receptacle That Runs From Floor to
Ceiling Ideal Place for Most Necessary Kitchen Utenslt

This built-icabinet solves the problem of the storage of the ironing
board. If hidden it means a burdensome task every time It Is drawn from
TURKEY8' PARTIES.
Its seclusion.
The cabinet should run from floor
"Some Turkeys,!' said Daddy, "were
very, muoh Interested In everything to celling, and is finished to match
other kitchen trim. Muterluls needed
around them.
"'Life means are lumber, six hinges, snap lock and
so much to us,' catch and two strips of spring brass
said Grandfather about six Inches long. The back should
Turkey. 'We have be screwed to the wall, but before atthe Best of Food, taching form a box by nulling
a
Nice Home, strips on oil sides. Build a door frame
three-Incstrips along the
Comforts, even by fitting
Luxuries, and the four edges of box opening.
Bpfore attaching the board build leg
Children come out
euch Day to say which is to support it. Hinge it to the
"Gobble, Gobble, latter with hinges placed on side next
Gobble" to us. It's
of
Polite
very
them, I think.'
" 'Yes,'
said
Old Grandfather Grandma
Turkey.
Turkey.
'It's so Nice for
the Children to Talk In our Languuge.
Then we can Auswer. If they said
I
we
their Funny
I
wouldn't be able to Answer at all.'
" 'That's the Right way to bring up
Children,' said Grandfather Turkey.
" 'You're quite right, my Dear,' said
"i
2
Grandma Turkey.
" 'Well,' cackled some of the Geese
who' were Strutting nnd Wobbling
I
nround, 'It's Funny to Hear Turkeys
Talking about how much Life means
to them. If It means so much to you,
IU1
we'd not brag about it for pretty
soon you know you'll be cooked for
Christmas dinner.'
"'What's that?' said some of the
Diagram of Cabinet
Little Turkeys.
"'We said Dinner,' said the Geese to the cabinet To keep from collapsing, fasten a strip of brass, making
Sharply.
" 'Dinner for us, or are we to be a corresponding notch In the upper
s
the Dinner?' asked some of the
crossplece of the leg. The brass will
snap into It when leg is dropped. To
anxiously.
" 'You are to be the Dinner,' said fold back raise the strip and allow leg
the Geese. 'Ha, ha, ha,' and they to revolve under It. To hold board in
Cackled and Screamed.
position form a catch nt top with an"'Well, Children,' said old Grand- other piece of brass. Farm Progress.
father Turkey, 'you mustn't Mind that.
It's an Honor thnt belongs to Turkeys CAKE IMPROVES
AGE
WITH
alone. Just imagine how Fine and
Wonderful It is to be Eaten at the Fruit Confection, Richly Made, Is BetGreatest Dinner In the Year I"
ter if Allowed a Certain Time
"But the Turkey Children were not
tp "Mellow."
so Happy. They didn't want to be
Eaten for the Finest Dinner in the
It is not a very unusual thing to be
Land.
given a taste of a girl's mother's wed"'We'd rather be Eating all the ding cake nt the wedding of the girl
time Ourselves,' they said.
herself which is the snme thing as
" 'Ah,' said Grandma Turkey, 'I resaying thnt it is not very unusuul to
member how Frightened I used to get. taste of fruit enke that has kept well
But you mustn't, Turkeys, it's really for 20 or 25 years.
an Honor and you'd feel Snd Indeed
Of course, fruit cake to keep well
If no one thought anything of you. must be very rich thnt Is, it must
That's why you've been so well Fed, contain much fruit. And such cake
and are so Nicely looked after. Sup- really Improves with age. It can be
pose you had to Hunt and Work to eaten before It attains the ripe old
get good things to Eat, nnd a Com- age of twenty-fiv- e
years, but It Is far
fortable place to sleep. If your Life better a month after baking than the
Is not as long as some it's much more day after.
Fun while It lasts.
Here Is a recipe for rich fruit cuke:
" 'And you must Remember, Chi- Cream, half a
pound of butter nnd half
ldren,' said Grandfather Turkey, 'thnt a pound of brown sugar until rich and
on Christmas Day old Santa Cluus, light. Then add five eggs. Beaten
one of the most Famous old Men In without separating, until creamy. Then
the World Visits all the Homes of the add half a teacupful each of molasses
s
Children. Now, aren't you Flattered?' nnd brandy and two and
f
of pastry flour. Then add a pound
"'Here, Cheer up,' came from a
'Voice near by. And there stood Peter each of seeded raisins and currants
Gnome.
and a half a pound of thinly sliced
" 'We're going to give you a Party citron, which have all been mixed with
every Day now,' said Peter Gnome
half a cupful of flour. This makes
'late In the day when no one Notices, three cupfuls of flour in all that are
nnd we'll have Frolics and Fun they'll used. Then mix In a tenspoonful each
know nothing about.'
of nutmeg, mnce and cloves, and finnlly
"The Turkeys Gobbled Cheerfully add half a tenspoonful of sodu disagain. 'And we'll take Trips on our solved In warm water. Pour into two
Beautiful old Tlpstor Bird our very bread pans nnd buke very slowly, for
own Bird nnd we'll show you the a couple of hours, until well done.
World and alt the Fun and Excitement
Wrap the cakes In waxed paper
when they are baked and pack in n
Imaginable.'
"'Gobble, Gobble. Gobble,' snld the tightly closed metal box. A tin pull
with a tight cover Is good. A clotli may
turkeys, which
be wrapped outside of the paper, but
meant
'Thank
the paper should be next to the cake.
You, Thank You,
Thank You.'
"And the Gnomes
Cheap Rice Pudding.
Put three tablespoonfuls of rice
threw their Hats
Into a double boiler with one cupful
up Into the Air
of cold water. Boll
and suld:
hour, then
put In three cupfuls of milk and boll
'You're all very
until soft. Stir with n silver fork so
Welcome, we're
as not to break the rice. When done
sure,
'And of Sadness
take off, beat the yolk of one egg nnd
we now you will
stir Into the rice. The hent of the
Cure,
we
know
'For
rice wllP cook the egg enough. Then
will
you
say,
' 'when
turn Into the dish you nre going to
It comes
to that day.
serve It In nnd take two tablespoonfuls
'Now
Children,
of sugar,
teospoonful of nutEat Hearty,
For we've had
Threw Their hats meg or cassia and mix together.
our Party.'
Into the Air.
Sprinkle over the top of the pudding,
"The Turkeys Gobbled and Chuck- then put a small piece of butter on
led and Cackled and Screamed with here and there. The hot pudding will
melt the butter, forming a brown
Joy and Laughter.
" 'Oh, what a Jolly old Soul you are, frosting over the top.
Peter Gnome!'
Dutch Peach Pie.
" 'Peter Gnome will not be the only
Drain liquor from a enn of peaches.
one, though,' said another Voice, and
eighths nnd set t6 drain
Billy Brownie came along, followed by Cut them into crust.
jvhlle making
one hundred Brownies.
One pint of flour,
tenspoon" 'We're to give you a Circus,' they
teasnoon-ful- s
said. And before the Turkeys couid ful of salt, two and one-haof baking powder, one beaten egg,
Rush for their Seats or Standing
Places, and before the Gnomes could one cupful ofInmilk.
pan nnd press peaches
say a Word, the Brownies were Turn- In Put dough
of
Sprinkle with sugar
layer.
top
Wonmost
and
Somersaults
doing
ing
and add a little butter. Serve with
derful Tricks.
"'After all,' said the Turkey Chll. peach Juice or whipped cream.
dren, a few days later, 'it would be
Stockings Worn at Knees.
very Selfish of us not to wnnt to give
When stockings get worn at the
good Dinner Parties when we've been
knees so they can't be darned take a
given, such Happy Lives !' "
tuck large enough around the leg to
take In the hole; you can cut the tuck
Goal a Starting Point
Just a seam, or leave It on ;
There Is inspiration In a new begin- nnd leave not
show and be as good as
will
ning, but a life that Is a series of new they
again, as the legs are so long they
starts never gets anywhere. If you new
plenty long enough after the
have set before yourself a goal worth will be
tuck Is taken.
eassure
too
not
are
he
you
winning,
ily disheartened by obstacles in the
To Prevent Fading.
way. Press on till you reach It, and
When washing colored ginghams,
the
make
that
then
goal
starting muslins, etc., soak In cold salt water,
point for a fresh endeavor. Girl's then wash In strong suds made by
Companion.
dissolving white soap In warm water.
Wash quickly, rinse In cold water and
Promoted.
dry In the shade. In this way t! i
While out walking with his fathe. color
will not fade.
wearJack, who for the first time was
ing trousers, met his Uncle Harry,
Best Way to Wash Lace.
You are
who said: "Hello, Jack!
the lace first In hot water,
Squeeze
quite a man now, aren't you?" Jack then In cold. To stiffen dip It In milk.
replied: "Yes, I am wearing pants on It should he pressed on a
the outside now."
board, on thn wrong side, with fairly
hot Iron.
Monoped, Perhaps.
Tommy Pa, what's a biped?
New Use for Salt
Father An animal with two legs.
To remove brown marks from dishes
For Instance, a man Is a biped.
caused by baking In the oven, rub them
Tommy Well, what's Uncle James? well with common salt
He's onlv got one leg.
n
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22:6-1M:tL
READING LESSON-R- ev.
GOLDEN TEXT The spirit and the
'bride say, come. And he that heareth,
let him nay, come. And he that Is athlrst,
. let him come. He that wills, let him take
22:17.
of the water of life freely.-R- ev.

It is possible in lessons one to nine
to review the past quarter's work, In
a logical, chronological manner, but
lessons seven and nine are not fn their
proper chronological setting. These lessons extend over Ave years of Paul's
life from about 58 A. D. to 63 A. D.
are five wonderful years, and the
' They
last of the authentic years we have of
the life of this wonderful man. The
review should of course center In Paul,
his conduct, character and teachings.
The first twelve chapters of the Book
of Acts, in which we have chiefly been
studying, cover a period of about sixwith Jerusalem
teen years, A. D.
as the center. The rest of the Book of
Acts cover another period of approximately 16 years from 46 to 62, and Is
the record of the foreign missionary
work of faul and his companions, Paul
being of course the central character.
The series for this quarter close with
the vision of the final triumph of Christianity as seen by John In the Revelation. Maps should be employed If possible to show the Journeys of Paul.
The risen Christ and the enduement
of the Holy Spirit were the vision and
the power which wrote this' first
Church History, and which have been
writing Church History ever since.
The home church (Chs.
began with
about 120 praying men and women.
Peter's first sermon brought into "the
way" 3,000 more. From time to time
others were added. Persecution and
deliverances, the first martyr, Stephen,
and the dissatisfaction which led to
the choice of the deacons, are the outstanding events of this period. The
home mission period, with Jerusalem
as the center and Palestine as the field
covers a period of
(Chapters
about ten years. Persecution scattered
the disciples throughout the country.
Paul was converted on the road to
Damascus, Philip goes to Samaria, and
Peter carries on the work throughout
Lydda, Joppa and Caesarea. In this
section we have the story of Philip
and the Ethiopian, of Peter curing the
palsied man at Lydda, the raising of
Dorcas and Paul and Barnabas returning to Jerusalem with help to those
at that city who were suffering from
famine. Then begins the period of foreign mlssldns, covering about sixteen
years, from about A. D. 47 to 62. The
principal characters begin of course
with Paul and Burnubus, though Paul
soon takes his place of leadership.
Paul's first missionary journey lasted
for about two years, from say A. D.
47 to 40, Bnrnubns being his principal
companion. Returning to Antioch from
Jerusalem, Paul soon begun his second
Journey, this time taking with him
Miltiu
Airnin there is twriml nf flhoilt
two ycurs, from A. D. 50 to 52. Paul
had his Macedonian vision during this
x time, and the gospel first entered Eur-- ,
ope, beginning with the conversion of
the Philllpiuu Jailor. Paul's preaching
at Athens and his service at Corinth
are perhups the most outstanding features of tills Journey. Paul's third Journey lasted nearly three years, A. D. 53
the Asia Minor
to 56 or 57. He
churches to strengthen them, spends
nearly three years at Ephesus, and has
some outstanding adventures as, for
instance, the riot at Ephesus about
the shrines of Diana. Returning to
Jerusalem to take part In the feast, he
Is told of the ultimate persecutions
which he must endure. For a long
time he has desired to preach the gospel In Rome. Everyone of the trials,
hindrances, oppositions and attacks
proved to be the means by which he
gained thnt desired end. Indeed the
Roman government finally gave him
free transportation, though they did
not understand it at the time. The assault upon Paul nt the Temple Court
of Jerusalem, the conspiracy to murder him, his Imprisonment at Caesarea,
his appeal to Caesar, his Journey, shipwreck and final deliverance at the imperial city, chained to a Roman soldier, and we are at the end of authentic history regarding this marvelous
man who, aside from Jesus Christ,
has made the greatest impress npon
history of any man who ever trod this
earth.
In this particular quarter, in lesson
one, we see Paul's calmness In persecution, his prudence under danger, In
.J. lesson two, his delicate courtesy and
' shrewdness In seizing every opportu-- '
nity that he might witness for his Lord.
In lesson three Is manifested his unshaken belief in everything found In
the Scriptures, and his wise use thereof In leading men to Christ In lesson
five, his fearlessness amidst danger
jnd his absolute confidence In God. In
lesson six, his humility. In lesson seven, his well balanced common sense
.
and his love of peace among his brethren. In lesson eight, we see him longand
ing for
.. human companionship
nn nnlrinnon nf Ilia
love for, his own countrymen, and yet
bis faithfulness declaring the word of
God to them as well as to the Gentiles,
(n lesson nine, we see how he built his
practical teachings for the conduct of
daily life upon the doctrine about God
and the eternal purposes of God and
the boundless mercy and grace of God.
The remaining lessons of this last quarter give us in type and symbol, as well
as definite. description, a suggestion of
the ultimate glory and triumph of that
kingdom of which the Lord of Lords
and king of kings, our master and
Mvior, U to be the ruler.
30-4-
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Each real home should be an Institution of society so managed thar the
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Order, contentment, hospitality, godliness have been called the house blessings.
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best and most efficient citizens may be
given to the community.
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Home Economics stands for that simplicity in material surroundings which
will free the spirit fur the more Important and permanent interests of the
home and society.

SEASONABLE DISHES.

A house may have had every thought
and carp expended upon Its furnishings
ami equipment, every device for convenience Hnd comfort, and yet fail to
be a hoire. The home atmosphere la
created by the Ideals of the family or
her who Is to lead In its administraKlnne and Coo-letion and manugement.
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It Is right that we should he reminded of the value of milk In the diet, to
use it to replace more
expensive foodstuffs and
reduce the Mod bill.
Skim milk has nearly ull
the food principles left
In It with the exception
of the fat. What Is left
lias ull of the value of
whole milk for the tis
sue building and repair. The removal of the fut has reduced the fuel
hut It Is a
value of the milk
cheap food and one which should be
more
generally used. For cream
soups, rice puddings, bread puddings,
esciilloped dishes of various kinds, us
a drink, and to be used In breuds, it
has a valuable place.
Beat two eggs thoroughPopovers.
s
of a
ly, add gradually
cupful of milk, a cupful of flour, a
half teuspoonful of salt ; bent all together two minutes with an eggbenter,
then add a half tenspoonful of melted
If skim milk Is jsed, add
butter.
a tenspoonful of melted butter.
Sour Milk Biscuit Sift together a
quart of flour, a tenspoonful each of
soda, salt and sugar; cut Into the
flour two tablespoonfuls each of inrd
nnd butter and use a cupful and a
half of sour milk; the milk nnd flour
varies somewhat, so that the milk
should be added to make a soft dough
thnt can be handled. Bake the biscuits In n hot oven nnd serve honey
or maple sirup.
The amount of milk which each Individual should consume daily is estimated nt one quart, the amount we
do consume Is u small glass. If each
housewife would double her milk bill
one month, making wise use of the
milk In foods, she would find she
would cut her grocery nnd meat bill
quite noticeably.
Parker House Rolls. Take a pint of
milk, three tablespoonfuls of shortening, a tenspoonful of salt, and one
yenst cuke dissolved In n fourth of a
cupful of wnter. Combine the Ingredients anil ndd flour, heating vigorously
until no more flour can be added.
Cover nnd let rise until three times
Its hulk, cutting It down several times
with n sharp knife, then roll, cut,
spread half with butter, fold nnd put
to rise nn Inch npn.
Bake when
light In a hot oven 20 minutes.

tf

economy the overage family is substituting more milk
and cheese In the finally
dietary.
Pittsburgh Potatoes.
Cook a (piiirt of potato
cubes ulih a small minced
onion unlit the pot.itoes
begin to get tender, then
add u half a can of red
peppers (sweet Npunlsli
peppers), cut In small pieces and cook
five minutes longer. Drain and put
Into a baking dish. In a saucepan put
two tablespoonfuls of butter and when
bubbling hot add two tablespootiluls
of Hour, a tenspoonful of suit and a
pint of milk, cook until smooth; add a
half pound of grated cheese, pour over
the potatoes and buke until brown In
the oven.
Rice Baked With Cheese. Cook a
cupful of rice In three quarts of water
with a ttiblespoonfui of suit. Add the
rice slowly to the salted
water so it will not slop boiling. When
tender, drain and cover the bottom of
a buking dish with a layer of rice,
sprinkle with gruted cheese and a dusli
of red pepper. Add milk to half till
the dish, cover with crumbs and bake
until the milk Is absorbed uud the
crumbs ure brown.
Dip potatoes in oornmeul, before
French frying them and have u pleasant change from the ordinary fried
potato.
How to Cook Jack Rabbits. Prepare the rabbits by cutting them into
serving-sizepieces, roll in seasoned
flour and steam in an
cooking
dish for u half hour. Then add a half
of
cut
suit pork, mid u
cupful
finely
t.
cupful of boiling water for each
Cover tightly uud put Into the
oven and bake in a moderate oven
three or four hours.
Vienna Tomatoes. Have in a baking pan three halves of three
tomatoes and In a bowl the
other halves ready to use. Make Into
three cukes a half pound of sausage
meat; fry them brown and when done
flatten them on the three halves In the
pan. On top of each sausage cake
place a slice of uncooked bacon and
on this one. the other half of the tomato. Bake In a brisk oven until
brown. Then serve with a sprig of
parsley In the top of each.
Potato Omelet Beat the yolks of
three eggs very light Season one cupful of mashed potato as usual, add two
tenspoonfuls of sifted flour, parsley,
finely chopped, and lemon Juice, If
liked. Beat the yolks of the eggs into

1

MILK AS A FOOD,

Scald a pint of milk, add
four tablespoonfuls of
butter and when cool
Km
enough a cupful of hoine- I
I made yeast, a teuspoon- I
II I ful of salt and flour to
1
muke a batter. Let rise
overnight. In the morn
"JF&
ing add two eggs, well
beaten, one and a half
cupfuls of sugar, a hundful of currants and flour to mold. Cover, let
rise and make into buns; when light
buke In a moderate oven.
Boiled Cider Pie. Allow five tablespoonfuls of rich slrupy boiled cider,
five tablespoonfuls of grated maple
sugar and boil. Bent two eggs, pour
the sirup over them, return to cook
until the eggs ure smooth. Add
cupful of raisins, a half a nutmeg, and a pinch of cinnamon. Line
a pie plate with rich crust, pour in
the mixture, dot with bits of butter
and cover with a meringue.
Colonial Quinces. Pare nnd halve
the quinces, removing the cores. Boll
these in cider to cover until tender,
then strain. For five pounds of
quinces tnke a quart of molasses, one
pound of brown sugnr and the
strained cider, add two whites of eggs
and put over the heat to boil, remove
the scum, continue to boll until clear,
then cool, put in the quinces nnd cook
until tender. If not enough sirup Is
left to cover them when put Into the
Jur, add more cider. Orange or green
ginger niuy be added for flavor If desired.
Breaded Breast of Lamb. Trim
and wipe the meat with a dump cloth.
Put It In a kettle with an onion stuck
with six cloves, one tenspoonful of
salt, one dozen pepper corns, half n
cupful of diced carrot and a bunch of
sweet herbs. Cover with boiling water nnd let simmer until the bones
will slip out of the meut. Lift carefully from the kettle, remove the
bones, put n weight upon the meat
and set It aside to get cold.
Trim
into shape, dip In egg and crumbs and
fry brown In deep fat. The stock
will make a delicious soup.
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We like occasionally to revert to
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CLASSIC LINES IN AFTERNOON G3WN

are

used with metnilic luces for the

en-

richment of ufteruoou und evening
gowns.
Beads and a fur of fubrlc, Imitating
broadtail, have been wonderfully well
managed In ornamenting the lovely afternoon gown pictured here. The classic Greek robe might have Inspired the
fashioning of tills model for It hung
in long lines from shoulder to hem. It
Is made of black georgette crepe with
six bunds of the broadtail fabric about
the skirt. The long, narrow girdle Is
covered with beads and weighted with
tassels at the ends. It encircles the
waist, Is crossed at the buck ' and
brought buck to the front where one
end Is looped over the other. Thlh

unseen or waste any o? Its sweetness;
It Is distinctly
Intended to gleam
through u mere mist of a blouse, or a
veil of n waist
As to her feet, the Modern maid Intends that they shall be worth looking
at. There is a new order of things in
hosiery, with silk stockings elaborated
In many ways, some of them beautiful
and elegir.it und otheri beautiful and
daring. Among the first cluss ther
ure silk stockings wltl. Inlays of laca
line tnose in the picture ami others
embroidered with steei bends. There
are w'ulte panels (woven In colored
hose) that serve for a background for
In the daring class
fine embroidery.
spangles flourish, A Martlfng hose in

DISHES.

When th; breakfast is light the noon
luncheon s'lould contain one hot nourishing dish. When the
is hearty u
breakfast
lighter luncheon niuy be
served. The noon meal
should, when possible, lie
the children's dinner, as
dinner at night Is too
hearty n meal where children retire very eurly, as
they should.
Onion Soup a la Cler
mont. Cut onu dozen
small onions in rings and fry a golden
brown in a little olive oil. Uemove
and add them to two quarts of veal or
mutton broth, colored with a little
kitchen bouquet. Add salt, pepper and
serve with croutons.
Pork Chops With Apples. Put the
chops on to cook in two lulilesiioon-- f
ills of boiling water, turn and leave
covered to let the stetiin escape, then
brown and remove to a hot platter.
In the hoi fat place impeded apples
that Ii: ve been cored mid sliced, sprinkle with a little sugar and a pinch of
spice, lirow.i on both sides anil serve
around the chops on I lie platter.
Ham Croquettes. Mince cold boiled
hum very tine. Mix with an equal
qunntity of crumbs, cold boiled rice.
or mashed potatoes. Bind with a raw
egg. shape into croquettes, dip In egg
and crumbs and fry In deep fut. Drain
on brown paper.
Stuffed Cabbage. Cut out the stalk
end of a enhhuge leaving a hollow
shell. Tie the cabbage iu a cloth to
keep It from losing its shape and cook
in boiling, salted water until tender.
Make a stuffing of bread sausage or
any seasoned meat, fill the drained
sprinkle with gruted cheese and
buttered crumbs and brown In a bot
cab-hug-

oven.

Baked Sausages With Rice. Parboil
a few sausages and place them on top
of a dish of boiled rice, put Into the
oven and bake until the sausages are
brown. Serve hot from the dish In
which they were baked.

GLIMPSING CAMISOLES AND HOS.ERY
black silk has lizards of green nnd silver wriggling up the Instep; but not
much nttention need be given to stockupon.
The sleeve Is especially graceful, ings wi h decorations made solely t
fitting the arm at the shoulder and attract it There is too much to congradually widening to the waist. It is sider that Is more worth while.
split on the outer side and its edges
are denned with two rows of beads.
The graceful "V" neck is finished in
the mime way and has a set-ipiece
of white georgette at the point, which
A Milliner's Idea.
may e more or less high. Black und
The newest Idea of the milliners in
steel beads ure Introduced In the embroidered figures on the bodice. Fine bound to reap n goodly hnrvest. This
artistry is written in every detail of Is the assembling of a matched gronpy
of articles that beguile the extra dolthis gown.
Wonders In camisoles are brought lars out of the pocket. A hat for Into the fascinated eyes of mortals in stance, then a shopping bag, a neckthese days of diaphanous gowns nnd piece and sometimes spats to carry ths
filmy blouses. Long ago camisoles ap- scheme from crown to heel.
Even when the collar does not match;
propriated lustrous satins nnd silks
and delicate laces and went as far as the hat in material. It Is arranged to
possible with their materials. In the bring about complete harmony between
direction of luxury. Just a glance at the two, and the perceptible advantage
the accompanying picture shows that Is so apparent to a woman that she
they have gone n step further. This cannot refrain from accepting the mil
last word In camisoles is made of cloth- - liner's suggestion.

the waistline
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Trunk Cover.
No Tims for Pleasure.
It Is always to be regretted when a
Neighboi' "Does your man take you
to the movlesT She "Not much. trunk must of necessity be kept In any
Time I get my dishes washed and the room. But If it Is Impossible to stow
house redd up and the babies to bed it In s closet It has to be made the
and the children's clothes mended. I'm best of. Do not
try to make it look
dead for sleep. And besides, you know, like something else. But there Is no
he's so busy agitatin' for the
r
harm In trying to make It more beauday." Judge.
tiful. This can be done by making a
cretonne or a plain color cover to slip
Father's- - Part
The Proof of Littleness.
over It The cover is made with a top
"Jack Dashaway declares that the
No sadder proof ran be given by
exactly fitting the top of the trunk
girl he married Is a bird." "Yes; but
I understand her father Is furnishing man of his own littleness than disbe- and oil which a flounce Is attached.
lief In great men. Thomas Uarljle,
The flounce shonld reach to the floor.
the notes.' " Town Topics.

Rich Roumania.
Roumanla Is one of the richest parts
of Europe. After the United States
g
and Russia It Is the largest
country In the world. It Is
one of the world's chief oil fields. Its
middle clasis probably the richest to
be found anywhere.

t
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grain-growin-

eight-hou-

and It may be either gathered or

box-plait-

New Suiting Material.
put out by am
American factory is woven to Imitate
Jersey cloth, but the back is finished
like broadcloth and colored to contrast
with the fare side so that salts and"
coats can be made up with reversed
flaps and bindings. This material will
probably be very popular for sport
clothes, as It has none of the dlsadvaas-tage- s
of Jersey cloth.
r
A new fabric Just

--

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

A thrilling mystery story about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him to find it again

raterized the service and the solemnity appropriate to the sacredness
our feet grow of the season, and at the church of
When, sometimes,
Our Lady of Guadalupe Rev. Father
weary,
Besset celebrated mass. Many peoOn the rugged hills of life
The path stretching long and dreary ple also attended the service at the
church of the Holy Faith, which was
With trial and labor rife
We pause on th toilsome journey, preceded earlier in the evening) by
cantata "The Frist
Glancing backward in valley and the splendid
Christmas", under the direction of
glen,
the
Episcopal, Methodist and PresAnd sigh with an infinite longing
byterian chorus assisted by Mrs. Van
To return and began again.
Stone oreanist. and Mrs. Henderson
For behind is the dew of the morn- violinist.
To Begin Again.
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I'aul A. Hall, assistant traveling
a few a",iior. was badly shaken tip and
Harry Crnnenbern his spent
from
return
slightly injured early this week when
days in the city on
the border, leaving the f:rst of the hc returned to th,. city on a late
week to visit friends at Hodge City, train front the south and with two
other men started up town. The car
Kans.
!had not gone far when it struck!
Former Mayor.
Spaiks, stopped a telephone pole. Fveryhody in the!
over in Santa Fe on his way from car was badly shaken tip. Mr. Hall's'
few
a
daysi visit be- - derby hat was torn from his head.J
Denver, for
spectacles wi re injured, but the
fore goinu on to his hotwe in Soc"-,lsmall particles of broken g'ass did
Tro.
not penetrate his eyes. Mr. Hall1
h ..oi superiu-;wa- s
C. C. Hill, county
sitting on the rear seat and;
tendent of Chaves
inly, arivc.da when the car, which was going at!
e
themect-good slip, struck the telephone
Wednesday night to ,tte
..ml if educa- - pole. h(. was thrown violently foring of the state
ward against the back of the scat
lion.
in front of him.
ac-;
nncll,
Scout Master, A
nits, leftj
rompanied by several
Thnrsrlav morning to pern three or,THr riTY E LECTION
four davs at their cabin i Ih,, San
la Fe Canon.
JANUARY THE 9TH.
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BARGAIN

$2,500

&500

A HOME which is valued at $5,000.00 and
can be bought for 50c on the dollar.
Size of lot, 100x285 feet,
adobe
house, with bath, electric lights, and range.
Good adobe barn and corral. A dozen bearing
fruit trees, asparagus bed, and small fruits.
TERMS : $500.00 down and the balance of
$2,000.00 on a mortgage which runs for two
years.
six-roo- m

It
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nzoro

ing.
Officials Luaving
In all its freshness and light,
And before are doubts and shadows, wilMany otticials and their families
leave the Capital City shortly afAnd the chill and gloom of the
ter the first of the year. They will
night.
all be missed of course, but it is with
Wp remember the sunny places
universal regret that Santa Fe peowe passed so carelessly then,
'And ask, with a passionate longing, ple see Mrs. William C. McDonald
leave the city.
She has endeared
To return and begin again.
herself to every one who was fortunate enough to meet her. She has
Ah, vain, indeed, is the asking!
taken an active part in every civic
Life's duties press all of us on.
activity in the community and never
And who dare shrink from the showed any partiality whatever in
labor,
her position as the wife of the chief
Or sinh for the sunshine that's executive of the state.
gone.
And, it may he, not far on before qu Time Party
us
.
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Asplund en- ait fairer places than then
tertainod at an "Old time Party"
Lifcs paths may yet lead by still Wednesday evening at their home
w.uers,
in honor of the outgomg superinten- - A
Though we may not begin again. 1,.,,, f)f pubc instruction as well as
the incoming one anl his appointees.
Forcvermnrc upward and onward
iThc evening was
spent
playing
Re our paths on the hills of life, games and dancing, light refresh-Anr- !
a
wi'l
screed
the
soon
radiant dawning
hostess,
incuts we.c
by
Transfigure the toil and the strife, assisted by the Misses Clara Rertch-,- 1
And our Father's hand will lead us told and Dorothy Walter. Those
I enderlv
.vited were. bov. and Mrs. W. C.
upward then;
In the ioy and peace of a fairer McDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Alvan N
W hite, Mr. and Mrs. J. H, WagncT,
eorld
Mr. and Mrs. J. li. Koth, Mr. and
He'll let tis begin again.
Mrs. Conway, Mr. and Mrs. Carroon,
Mr. and Mrs. James, Prof, and Mrs.
Anonymous.
wood, Mr. and Mrs. Mersfelder, Mr.1
and Mrs Paul Walter, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Roth are entcr- - Uicodore Asplund, and the Misses
wciius
taming several friends at their Home tv"
"Ion Marcy Street this evening.

L"

SOTY C3Z3

REAL ESTATE,

'

C. A.

Catron Block.

BISHOP & CO.
Santa Fe, N. M.

in-I- T

It

CAPITAL GOAL

YARD
..

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

of you change into n Itobiii or a
Miss Irene Hcrsch, who is attend-i- n
OtilncH 1'ig you
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
if the St. Vincent's
would
Academy at
think It
PHONE 65 MAIN
Albuquerque, is borne spending the
very siriingc and
Mr.
and
her
with
holidays
parents
yet the liohin or
Mrs. f.eo Hcrsch.
thp Ciilneu
l'lg
s.
be
Would
very . r
:'. s.
Mr. and Mrs.. Charles A. ScLcgue
. 1:
;
l
iniieh surprised If
l . 1.nonuavs
j
are snctinnii?
in
lie
beMr.
should
they
Hippopotamut Vegas. They arc the guests of Mrs.
come a Roy or
Was Having Hiti SeLegues' mother Mrs. L. V.
Imcnt.
Cirl.
"Rut I'm not
Colonel and Mrs. Ralph E. Twit-chetelling you about the lllppopotnnui'
200 K. W. 7c
K. W.
left this week for Sat) Diego
nnd bis strange Culler. And after nil
of honor at the
TIME TABLE.
LOCAL
to
be
the
guests
300
K.
6c
K. W.
his being slrnnge you
this ehi.t ti
of the Panama,
closing exercises
will laugh when
tell you that his California
Westbound
exposition.
5c
400 K.
K. W.
.
Caller v. us a very ordinary llllle
7:00 a. a
No. 7 Leaves..
7:00 a. m
Far! F. Sidebottom. a Santa Fe No. 3 Leaves
All in excess of the above at 4c per K. W.
"Into the Animal House flew (he bov. now a promising young attor- - NJQ. Leaves
3:40 d. rt
8:10 p. n
ney in Los Angeles, Calif., has just j0. 9 Leaves
Sparrow. The K per culled out
Special Rates for Cooking.
:
Eastbound
,becn elected Worth t'atron of Acasia
9:25 a.
"'Where mi vou going. Sparrow?'! Chapter Order of The F.astern Star Ujo. 10 Leaves
No. 2 Leaves
3:40 p.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
I'ul the Sparrow did not answer. He at Los Angeles.
No. 4 Leaves
8:10 p.
lleiv right through the Animal House
of Trad Dlknce
Boird
Jhe
8
No.
Leaves
8:10 p.
until he reached Mr. lllppopotnmns
f Trmlp
i i.
Arriving in Santa Fe
rage. Mr. Hippopotamus was having av
of ti,c;r delightful dances L.
7
.
. .,e
9:00
a.
Arrives
IU
his hath, nnd lie would not he liter-liursday evening at the Library No.
3
11:50 a.
Arrives
fall.
rupted.
No.
5:45 p. m
Arrives
"The Sparrow was rather annoyed
No.
11:20 p. id
Arrives
that Mr. Hippopotamus didn't want In Class Party
No. 7 Carries coach only for Albu
Irene and Gancvive Kancn enter
eonie right out of the waler to talk tn
querque, and west.
Class and
School
their
taincd
Sunday
Vendanoa todo au fierro viajo, Yantaa dahuIa.Matalaa
hlni
on
and he scolded from his perch
elect!
Commissioner
Canyon, Los Angeles, Sat
Corporation
Alameda Normcnt, at
Miss
teacher
the wire of the cage. There he sal a
Francisco.
San
huaaoa
ficnifacio Montoya has taken up hisi
and
Diego
after
garraa. sine, plomo jr etc.,1 Tambian, Cuaroi
jolly little party Saturday
residence in thr city prepared to enThe following candidates for the scolding away and the Hippopotami! noon, at the Kanen s residence on No. 3 California
Limited, carriei
a lot pacioa maa altoa dalmarcado
Salellas,
office
new
his
of
ter upon the duties
offices of Justice of the Peace and kept on splashing and spluttering a? Galistco.
local passengers for Albu
next Monday.
he took his bath.
Constable in the four different
ta Fe.
of the city are as follows:
"All the People standing around saw Santa Fa Club.
signment of space from Saa
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
for Los Angeles. El Pate
the Sparrow perch on the cage and FinU arrangements for the "baby
of the New Mexico Normal Univer- - WARD 17.
men
club
to be given by the
sleeper on this train. Th
they thought the Sparrow was very party"
347 North Water Street
comsity, at Las Vegas, came up Wedare
eve
New
Year's
being
on
for Belet
only connection
nesday night to attend the meeting justic,. of the Peace, Alberto Gar-o- f brave. Hut they did think it was most pleted. This affair promises to be as
f.
Pecos Valley anc
Escsibanos
maa
Informacton.
por
to
the
wanted
that
strange
the state board of education.
Sparrow
c;ai Republican.
much of a success as the stocking
West Texas.
Regular at
. ... Justice of the Peace, Democrat, Chas. call on the Hippopotamus, nnd that party given at the Club Christmas
,
ers
Sai
for
Lot
and
Angeles
is vbh- -, m Conklin
the Hippopotamus had such a little night.
Attorney Keen tionom.-iNo connectiot
Francisco.
ing relatives at his old home in In- -; Constable, Republican, I. R. Gooch. Culler so different from tilmself,
south
of
Albuquerque.
diana. Unon his return Mrs. Hollo Constable, Democrat, Agttstin K. Uu.
Mrs
and
McDonald
Mrs.
"Soon the Hippopotamus came up Honoring
No. 10 Standard and Tourist Sleep
breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
man and daughter, who havtj been
ran.
from the water nnd Bat in the corner
Spencer.
water with a teaspoonful of
Kansas City, and Chicagc
crt
absent for several months, will acof bis cage nnd the Sparrow hopped
phosphate in it to wash froa
alto through sleeper Triaida
McWARD IS.
Mrs.
William
company him home,
of
C
In
honor
the stomach, liver and bowelt taa
over to a wire a little nearer.
v
to Denver.
Mrs.
and
Truman
Donald
Spencer,
days' indigestible watte,
" 'Mr. Sparrow, I am sorry to be late
previous
The annual report of the sheep Justice of the Peace, Democrat Jose
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin and daughter No. 8- Standard Sleeper for Chics
sour bile and poisonous toxins : that
for your rail,' said the Hippopotamus Mrs. W. J. Barker were at home
car. Regular assignment t
Sanitary Board, just filed, states that
uominguez,
cleansing,
sweetening and punfyiag
885.886 sheep have been shipped out Justice of the Peace,
'but the truth Is I wanted to look my at the Laughlin residence from three
Republican
space from banta Fe.
the entire alimentary canal before
of New Mexico in the fiscal year
best.' And his great long funnj old tn five. Thursday. Scores of friends No. 4 California Limited, passengert
putting more food into the stomach.
ana y,.o sneep
Hunrv Parhrrt
ended November
face
and he showed his big called during the afternoon.
The action of hot water and lime
Where Prices are Beat for Safa
No. 1 Standard and Tourist sleeper
wer shipped into the state during Constable, Democrat, Manuel Ortet- - teeth. grinned,
stone
phosphate on an empty stomfor Kansas City and Chicag-only- ,
tne year.
ga,
Alfred Rolls and sister Kathatcen
" That's all right,' cheerfully chirpach is wonderfully invigorating. It
Qwdity
on
MonDavid
except
friends
Wednesday
at
several
Constable,
.
.
,
Republican,
young
cleans out all the sour fermentaed the Sparrow. 'I have plenty of entertained
tova
Friday and Sunday, passen
After an
Many members of tne legislature
their home Wednesday.
tions, gases, waste and acidity and
time today. My Family have gone
will
and persons and committees who wil
be
for
Den
carried
gers
playing
evening
spent
enjoyable
gives one a splendid aoDetite for
ses- - WARD 3.
for broad crumbs which games
ver, Colorado Springs anc
refreshments were
b, here during the legislature
dainty
breakfast While you are enjoying
Carry a Fall Liae of
Pueblo.
sion, are rapidly arranging for apartthey find every day in a certain back- served. Those present were Edna
your breakfast the phosphated hot
ments and rooms and it looks nowjII,t;ce 0f
Frances No. 8 Standard Sleeper and char
peacCi Democrat, Jose yard. And I have nothing to do. I've Earnest. Susie Norment,
Caaea
Saabera't j Ceffeee
water is quietly extracting; a large
as though the old city will be. well
Earfa. Samora.
also
and
free
chait
tourist
Florence
come to tell you the news cf the world Wilson, Anita Rose,
go,
volume of water from the blood and
VMcd with pecplc during the winter. Constable, Democrat,
Teas
Norma
aad
Kansas
for
car
and
Andrews"Tind
Chi
Agustin Padl- - outside.'
City
nest, Katherync
getting readv for a thorough flush
Ha.
William
Bertchtold.
Victor
o
Fiske.
cago.
Regular
assignment
"So the Sparrow told Mr. Hippopoing oi an tne insiae organs.
Dr. Kdgar L. Hewitt, who has spent! No Republican ticket yet nominated,
Santa
Fe.
Gabriel
Rose.
Parker
from
Wilson,
Pop.
space
The millions of people who are
tamus all about the wild scampers the Orrin
several nonth-- . at Washington D.
Phone 42-Staplin, Fred Wagner, Sydney
bothered with constipation, bilioas
C. stopped over in Santa Fe lonc WARD
Sparrows hnd been having. He told Brooks, and Hanlan Uavies.
Rkaeiie- - Cameed Vegetables
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
to greet his friends. He
about their quarrels and how they hnd
spells, stomach trouble, rheumatic
left Saturday to join Mrs. Hewitt at Justice of the Peace, Democrat, Jose made up again. And he bragged about Dr. and Mrs. F. R. Lord and family
stiffness; others who have sallow
skins, blood disorders and sickly
San Diego and to be present at the
Dominguez.
their Friends and Relations, the Song snent Christmas in Las Vegas, the
San
of
the
complexions are urged to get a quarDiego Constable, Democrat, Manuel
closing exercises
Hut Brothers CalUermia Caa-e- d ter
Sparrows, who had been very friendly gutests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones,
OLD-TIM- E
COLD CURE
pound of limestone
ga.
phosphate
Mrs. Lord and children will remain
this
year.
from the drug store. This will cost
Fraita
Hawaliaa
No Republican ticket vet nominated.
holiuntil
after
the
with
her
sister
DRINK
HOT
Mr.
TEA!
"When
Sparrow began to he
is
but
R. W. Heflin returned to San Juan
sufficient
to make
little,
very
home
season. Dr. Lord returned
boastful, the old Hippopotamus said : day
Pineapples
anyone a pronounced crank on the
county Monday where he went to
the early part of the week.
Gel a small package of Hamburg
"'You think I'm finer than mj
subject of internal sanitation.
bring his family, having arranged to! COAL SHORTAGE IN
folk
o Breast Tea, or as the German
return to the capital city about Jan.l
Cousins In that cage over there?" And
Colonel and Mrs. Venceslao
call
I!
rust
h
will
which
time
Thee," at any
SEVERAL TOWNS OF STATE Mr. Hippopotamus pointed to some
"Hamburger
aiume
6th, at
of F.I Rito, are n the city
OSS PATENT FLOW!
pharmacy. Take a tablegpoonful of tba
thP duties cf the office'of Assistant
other members of spending the holiday season with tea,
a
of
water upon
put
"aaaBBBaBB
cup
boiling
Stti! Treasurer, succeeding Frank
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Jaramillo
parents
his
Family. They
it, pour through a sieve and drink a
Mfiron.
were very much Martinez.
teacup full at any time during the
With forty to fifty carloads of
smnller
nnd
their
Prisareea aWlter
w utriure IKIII IIIU. It IS IDS ntOSV
(niehest Award)
New Years Ball.
Mrs. Georgo M. Kinsell and her col confiscated by the railroads to
coats looked Just
way to break a cold and cure
iter-in-laA
Mrs. David M. White, keep their trains running, and the
Elaborate arrangements are being effective
given to
as
the
it
of
like
grip,
the
opens
chocolate.
mines
pores
akin,
falling, more and more behind
and two children leave this week
made by a special committee of the
Also
:n
loosena
congestion.
relieving
the
on:
of
went
'And.'
he
reason
of
for Hollywood. Calif., to spend New
Chamber of Commerce for a grand
output by
shortage
when the Chil- New Years' Ball to be given at the bowels, thus breaking up a cold.
is inreatenea
Year's with Mrs Kinsell's daughter, laoor, mw mcxiso
it the next time yon suffer from
at IKe Panama- Miss Lilian Du Chemin, who is at with a serious fuel famine and ap
dren see thoM Hotel De Vargas Saturday night, a Try
cold or the grip. It is inexpensive
lendine the ImTnacu!ate Heart Col peals have been received by th.
Pacific
Cousins of December, 30. Music will b,. furnishExosiKon
silly
and
therefore
Baia
vegetable,
entirely
e
state corporation commssinn from
orchestra. The
DRINK A GLASS
lrpr at Hollywood.
mine they always ed, by a
harmless.
dozen towns for relief. The com- was
raftfeJfo
be largely attend and
affair
to
promises
sny, 'Why they
be the
QF REAL HOT WATER
undoubetedly
Th. following collegians ar, spendlook Just like tins ed andof will
the season.
ing the holiday eaoti with relatives
BEFORE BREAKFAST.
of chocolate tnf event
RUB RHEUMATISM FROM
in the city. Otis Seligman, from
Do
cool.
to
left
NEW INTERNATIONAL
fy
At Sanitorium.
Entertainment
by
the Military Tnt:tnte at Roswell :
They never can
Sunday evening a pretty Christ
Alfred Rolls, from the University of
.rr r ml
iftnmi-tiwe
rsn'ftn
will
f.
both
look
and
feel
Saya
Wat say anything quiti mas entertainment was given by the
Al
u4
STIFF.
Superiority of Edncatioaal Merit.
nit W' AirritMt.siSparrow
Michiean, at Ann Arbor; Tudd Slos-so- n,
priic
clean, sweet and fresh
ntit on 6,iNnt naiMffMti nwilx- Urtst,
Rather Annoyed, so stupid about children of St. Vincents orphanage1
S This new creation answers with
from Ro'well; John K. S. Wal(
iSt!i
gtaaranm'.
and avoid Illness.
at the Sanitorium. The little play
I final authority all kinds of puzzling
(no.'
ar Mairruii .irs. ai vnni- iit
ter, from California: Wallace Fiske. il
and Sab Soreness from joints and mucka
CJbftear tia Mira.
Axle Gmr Mfm.
If
from Boulder and DeForrest Lord, '1
i1 questions such as "How is Przmytl
"'Well, said Mr. Sparrow, 'I must it was beautifully carried out come
If
Ant Khrn-Shw
Jll
to
of
big things
"WhtTe in Flan-- i
from Culver.
prr.nonncedr
be off now as It's time the bread gives promise
witn a small trial bottle of
OKrv-tnsr1
fI
I
Mlra,
taj
who
took
actors
from
the
4crt " " What is a cunfcn w roy--5
youngi
I imm, f ir.
II
Sanitary science, has of late made
ltTipRita
crumbs and the Family were coming
old St Jacobs Oil
I Vrif U" ifaM vstlnalrV r trrmre
i?
The
careful
showed
"What
a
hoh.
honiUerf" 'W hat
ft
program
part.
strides
with results that are of i. oj"f"
rapid
Five new prisoners were bromrht
home. He spoke about the bread
1 prswa mwA aaaai4r af
MS '
and it was very apparent
i xrhite malt" "How is luti pro- untold blessing to humanity. The latStop "dosing" rheumatism.
Umtm m anii r
B
to the penitentiary from Colfa
r crumbs first, you notice. 'But Til coine training
rwvrynr Aauca L"".
ennrmnced?" and tlioneandiof othero.
that the little folks thoroughly
It's pain onlv; ..t one case in fifty est application of its untiring rerountr by Sheriff Ahf Hirenbineh
and see you soon again, old Hippo,' joyed acting, which made the enter- requires internal treatmiit. Rab soothMora than 403.000 Vocabulary Terms,
search is the recommendation that it
Thursday. They were : Severo Mon30.AC0
more
and
flew
the
all
Gtogranhical Sabiects. 12.000
tainment
off.
little
the
enjoyable.
ing, penetrating "St. ,Ti,bs Oil" right is as necessary to attend to internal
Sparrow
j BfoKrapbiciH
toya, Juan Gonrale. Manuel Ga!le-go- s.
Entries. Over ( 006
oa the "tender pot," ai. I hy the timo sanitation of the
"Then the Hippopotamus looked
j
of
Modesto Borrepo and Clan A.
system
drainage
tratMas. 2790 Pares, The only eict-Services.
you MT Jack Robinwi
,t romes the the human bodv as it is to the drains
very lonely and sad and the People Christmas Eve
Fellows. Sentences ranging from one
wtta
diviecrf
tba
rheumatic pain. "St. .Tui,l,' Oil" is of the house.
page a streS
j!
j
who had been watching the very big FeMidnight services in three Santa
to two and a half years.
churches were an especially at- a harmless rheumiili-gemas.
Those of us who are accustomed to
ruie v. ieh nevpr
Animal and the very small Bird talk- tractive
d.w-iioband
't
burn ti e skin. It feel dull and heaw when we arise.
feature of the, religious
disappoints
could not understand it servance of Christmas.
twtUir
ing
huntogether
takes
Surreyor John H. Walker is at
and
sorenn.it
illness
e'
from
Many
pain,
LUi5TRATO3
headache, stuffy from a
' a wme for
j
u
w
But they were Indeed the best of dreds began their Christmas cele- aching joints, muscle and bones; stops splitting
Cieneguila, Taos county, staking out
foul
acid
cold,
tongue,
breath,
nasty
new road over the big sand hill
Friends. And soon Mr. Hippopotamus bration Sunday night by attending sciatica, lumbago, backache, neuralgia. stomacn, can,
.'- feel as fresh
on State Road No. 8 from Santa Fe
Limber op! Get a S3 cent bottle as a daisy by instead, the sluices
decided the only thing left for him to the beautiful and impressive cere
of
opening
to Taos. Tom Neel has moved his
of
honest "St. Jacobs Oil" the system each mornins? and flush
do for some time was to nap and eat monies at M. trances Cathedral,
construction camp from Questa to
the Most Rev. Archbishop from any drug store, and in a moment
out the whole of the internal poi
and awhn so he'd look hia beat next where
this sand hilL The new road will
Tohn R. Pi'taval rnnHiirtf hioh macs Tooll be free from pains, acbea aad ing
sonous stagnant matter.
time tba Sparrow cam to eaJL"
do away with one of the worst feat-are- a
The Christian brothers had charge I stiffi ess. uoai suffer I Bub
Everyone, whether ailing, sick or
of the route to Taos.
away.
of the musical program, which cha-- l
well, should, each morning before
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